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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Industry Concerns about Stability Margin 
The electrical power industry is undergoing worldwide restructuring and 
deregulation. Even with restructuring, it still remains essential to carefully balance the power 
requirements of the supply side and the demand side in the presence of disturbances, since it 
is well known that this balance is required to maintain system integrity. Deregulation leads to 
less regulation of power flow patterns and increased utilization of transmission facilities 
which in turn may frequently violate system security conditions. The deterioration of system 
operating conditions makes the power system more vulnerable to disturbances. 
In many cases power is transferred via a highly stressed network. Large scale voltage 
instability or collapse has been experienced all over the world in such places as France (1978, 
1987), Sweden (1983), Japan (1970, 1987), Florida (1982), etc.. On July 2, 1996, the 
Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) system experienced a major blackout 
caused by voltage instability. One month after this disturbance, on August 10, 1996, another 
major blackout occurred in the WECC system again. This time, as a result of undamped 
oscillation, the system split into four large islands, and over 7.5 million customers 
experienced outages ranging from a few minutes to nine hours. On August 4, 2000, poorly 
damped power oscillations were observed across the WECC system following the Alberta 
separation [1J. In the New England Electric System, system monitoring devices have also 
recorded the oscillatory responses of a major event [2], The recent northeastern blackout on 
August 14, 2003 appears to be somewhat similar to that experienced in the WECC system on 
July 2, 1996 even though more technical details are needed to understand exactly what 
happened during the August 14, 2003 event. 
The IEEE/CIGRE Joint Task Force on Stability Terms and Definitions recently 
proposed a physically based definition for power system stability as quoted below: [3] 
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Power system stability is the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial 
operating condition, to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a 
physical disturbance, with most system variables bounded so that practically the entire 
system remains intact. 
In the deregulated environment, an Independent System Operator (ISO) needs to 
monitor various stability margins in real time and close power transaction deals based on the 
available system stability margin as well as other considerations in order to meet the quickly 
varying energy demand. The system voltage stability margin and the oscillatory margin are 
both major stability concerns to ISO. How to efficiently extend these system margins by 
readjusting the system control configuration is a major aspect of overall economic operations 
of power system. On the other hand, how to estimate the system margin changes quickly and 
accurately according to possible system adjustment or variation is also very important to the 
ISO. 
1.2 Power System Stability 
A power system is a highly nonlinear system subjected to constantly changing 
conditions. The stability of such a system subject to a disturbance is determined by both 
initial operating conditions and the nature of the disturbance. Stability of an electric power 
system can be regarded as system motion around an equilibrium point, i.e., the initial 
operating condition. At this point, different types of opposing forces may incur sustained 
imbalance leading to different forms of instability. 
1.2.1 Classification of Power System Stability 
Power system stability can be classified based on the following considerations [4]: 
• The physical nature of the instability problem: rotor angle stability, frequency 
stability and voltage stability; 
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• The size of the disturbance considered: small-disturbance stability and large-
disturbance stability; 
• The time span needed to be taken into consideration: short-term stability and long-
term stability. 
In the recent IEEE/CIGRE report [3], the classification of power system stability is 
shown as in Figure 1.1: 
Short Term 
Short Term 
Short Term Long Term 
Long Term 
Rotor Angle 
Stability 
Voltage 
Stability 
Frequency 
Stability 
Transient 
Stability 
Small-Disturbance 
Angle Stability 
Large-Disturbance 
Voltage Stability 
Small-Disturbance 
Angle Stability 
Power System Stability 
Figure 1.1 Classification of power system stability (IEEE/CIGRE [3 ]) 
Within all these types of power system stability, long-term voltage stability and 
small-disturbance rotor angle stability are of special interests in our research. 
1.2.1.1 Voltage Stability 
Voltage stability refers to the capability of a power system for maintenance of steady 
voltages at all buses in the system subjected to a disturbance under given initial operating 
conditions. The term voltage collapse is often used to describe the process by which the 
sequence of events accompanying voltage instability leads to a blackout or abnormally low 
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voltage in a significant part of the power system. The power system voltage stability margin 
is defined as the amount of additional load in a specific pattern of load increase that would 
cause a voltage collapse. It's a fundamental measure of proximity to voltage instability. 
According to the size of the disturbance, voltage stability can be further classified into 
the following subcategories: 
• Large-disturbance voltage stability refers to the system's ability to maintain steady 
voltages following large disturbances such as loss of generation or circuit 
contingencies. 
• Small-disturbance voltage stability refers to the system's ability to maintain steady 
voltages following small disturbances such as incremental changes in system load. 
1.2.1.2 Oscillatory Stability 
Oscillatory stability is one kind of rotor angle stability. Under small disturbances, the 
rotor angle stability can be of two forms: i) an increase in rotor angle through a non-
oscillatory mode due to lack of synchronizing torque, or ii) rotor oscillations of increasing 
amplitude due to lack of sufficient damping torque, i.e., oscillatory instability. The 
oscillatory stability margin is defined as the amount of additional load in a specific pattern of 
load increase that would cause the system to exhibit undamped oscillations. 
In today's power systems, small-disturbance rotor angle stability problem is usually 
associated with insufficient damping of oscillations, while the non-oscillatory instability 
problem has been largely eliminated by use of continuously acting generator voltage 
regulators. 
1.2.2 Analysis and Control of Power System Stability 
Considerable research has been devoted to various aspects of the stability problem. 
Studies can be classified as either off-line or on-line according to their context and purposes. 
For operation planning purposes, a computation-intensive off-line analysis may be performed 
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to address various stability issues in a relatively longer time interval. On the other hand, for 
real-time operation monitoring or alert and instant decision support, a computationally 
efficient on-line analysis tool is needed to satisfy the demanding real-time requirement. Both 
on-line and off-line studies must address the following key issues: 
• Analysis tools: different analysis tools are used to understand power system stability 
and assist operators in making planning or operation decisions based on reliable 
simulations. Power-flow based analysis, small-disturbance analysis, and time-domain 
simulation are the major tools that can be selected to perform stability analysis of the 
system. 
• Indices: on-line or off-line indices can be developed to help operators determine the 
system security level. The criteria of those indices could be specified for system 
security assessment. 
• Control strategy: a comprehensive preventive and corrective methodology is needed 
to mitigate power system instability, extend the stability margin, and distribute 
control resources economically to meet the required security margin. In cases for 
which stability criterion is not satisfied, remedial control measures must be designed 
to enhance the system's capability to meet the criterion. 
1.2.2.1 Stability Analysis Tools 
Depending on the type of concerned disturbance and computational time requirement, 
different tools are developed to address stability problems. 
• Steady-state analysis 
Steady-state analysis can discover the loss of long-term equilibrium since it is based 
on algebraic equations that stem from the equilibrium conditions of long-term dynamics. 
The traditional power flow program is basically an approximation of power system 
steady state under several assumptions such as: 
1. Fixed real power dispatch of generators with a swing bus to handle the slack. 
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2. Constant P-Q loads (no voltage or frequency sensitivity). 
3. Instantaneous LTC action. 
4. Fixed or instantaneously switched capacitors and reactors. 
5. Generator limits represented as maximum and minimum reactive power limits. 
6. Perfect voltage control at PV buses. 
The point of the singularity of the power flow Jacobian is regarded as the voltage 
collapse point. However, if the system is approaching the critical loading condition, 
conventional power flow calculations based on the Newton-Raphson method will encounter 
numerical problems. Therefore, special techniques were designed and implemented in 
addition to traditional power-flow programs. The continuation method [5, 6, 7] and the direct 
method [8] have been developed to overcome numerical problems. 
Even though the numerical difficulty can be avoided, the power-flow based analysis 
still may not accurately represent the system due to the inaccuracy of the modeling. 
Furthermore, the oscillatory stability analysis cannot be performed without appropriate 
representation of the system dynamics. Thus, including proper dynamic models of the key 
devices may provide more accurate results for both voltage and oscillatory stability analysis. 
• Small-disturbance analysis 
Most oscillatory stability studies are based on small-disturbance analysis. The aim of 
small disturbance stability analysis is to determine whether a suggested operating point of a 
power system will be stable with respect to a small disturbance. To achieve this, the original 
nonlinear dynamic equations are linearized around the specified operating point and the 
system matrix is calculated. The eigenvalues of the system matrix determine the dynamic 
response of the system for small disturbances around this point. However, the eigenvalue 
calculation is computationally intensive and thus is very demanding for large system studies. 
• Large-disturbance analysis 
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Although classical voltage instability usually evolves over several minutes, the 
possibility of short-term voltage instability may still exist because of the characteristics of 
fast-response system components. When the power system is subjected to large disturbances 
such as short circuits, short-term stability programs including fast dynamic models are used 
to analyze short-term voltage instability. Time-domain simulation must deal with instability 
of short-term dynamics and requires extensive output processing and analysis to find the 
causes of voltage instability. Although numerical integration techniques have become more 
efficient, it still requires a great deal of computing time, especially with respect to long term 
analysis. 
1.2.2.2 Stability Indices 
Performance indices for predicting proximity to voltage collapse or oscillatory 
instability have been a long-term tool of researchers and technical staff in power systems 
operation, since these indices can be used on-line or off-line to help operators determine how 
close the system is to instability. The objective of these indices is to define a scalar 
magnitude that can be monitored as system parameters change. These indices should have a 
"predictable" shape and be "smooth" so that acceptable predictions may be made; 
furthermore, they should be computationally inexpensive, particularly for on-line system 
monitoring. Various indices have been developed to identify and predict power system 
behavior related to specific instability problems. 
1.2.2.3 Control Strategy 
In power system planning and operation studies, the detection and prediction of 
power system instability is only part of the engineer's work. To avoid voltage collapse or 
undamped oscillation, it is also necessary to investigate contributing factors that lead to 
instability. An effective control strategy must be developed to prevent or mitigate the voltage 
collapse or undamped oscillation. Knowledge of which controls are more effective and where 
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to apply them is essential. The control strategy could be divided into two categories 
according to the optimization techniques used. 
• Sensitivity based margin optimization 
Various sensitivities are defined with respect to certain stability indices intended for 
determining the extent of stability. The stability indices can be given-state based, requiring 
only information from the current operating point, or large-deviation based, which 
additionally requires knowledge of the critical point. The large-deviation based index 
accounts for non-linearities caused by larger disturbances or load increases. A link between a 
given-state index and a large-deviation based index is needed if it is desired that the 
sensitivity can be used quantitatively to predict the effectiveness of the particular controls 
applied. Using this kind of quantitative sensitivity measure, one would be able to further 
apply the methodology to estimate the system transfer margin limited by voltage collapse 
without actually re-calculating PV curves [9, 10]. Furthermore, if system dynamics are a 
consideration, the sensitivity of a stability index can also be defined with respect to the DAE 
model of the system [11]. 
Based on sensitivity information, the optimization problem can be formulated to seek 
the most effective and efficient control strategy. In most cases, linear programming or 
quadratic programming is employed [12]. 
• Nonlinear Optimization for Margin Control 
The voltage/oscillatory stability margin boundary in multi-control parameters space is 
highly nonlinear. Nonlinear optimization of margin control subject to limit constraints is in 
demand to seek optimal control in a wide range. However, there remains a challenge due to 
the numerical difficulty associated with solving such an optimization problem in heavy-load 
condition. 
The concept diagram in Figure 1.2 shows the difference between sensitivity-based 
margin optimization and nonlinear margin optimization. From the base stability margin point 
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Po, the sensitivity based margin optimization yields Pi as the new margin with respect to the 
condition change, even though this Pi may not be the actual stability margin due to the 
highly nonlinear behavior of the power system. The nonlinear optimization procedure should 
have the capability of optimizing the system along the actual system margin boundary from 
Po to P2. 
V 
Figure 1.2 Concept diagram of different control strategies 
1.3 Available Transfer Capability 
The worldwide movement of deregulation has accelerated the exploitation of existing 
power generation and transmission assets. This new environment demands dependable and 
accurate computation of the available transfer capability in the bulk power system. Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) orders 888 and 889 require that Available Transfer 
Capability (ATC) information be made available on a publicly accessible Open Access 
Same-time Information System (OASIS). 
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1.3.1 Definition of Available Transfer Capability 
The ATC of a transmission system is defined by the FERC as the amount of transfer 
capacity that is available at a given time for purchase or sale in the electric power market 
under various system conditions. Such transfer capacity can be used for reserving 
transmission services, scheduling transactions and arranging emergency transfers between 
interconnected areas. 
The ATC may be calculated for various power system constraints. System physical 
and operational limits are the traditional constraints considered such calculations [13, 14], 
However, in a deregulated environment, long-distance power transfer is much more common, 
and as a result voltage and oscillatory instabilities are more likely to occur. These stability 
limits should also be considered for ATC evaluation. In this research, we are specifically 
interested in this type of ATC. The evaluation and control of system ATC related to voltage 
or oscillatory stability are addressed in chapter 5 and chapter 6 of this dissertation. 
1.3.2 Evaluation of Available Transfer Capability 
Linear approximations for updating and estimating transfer capability are widely used 
in real power system operation. Various sensitivity factors may be developed to estimate 
ATC under different contingencies. A lossless, DC load flow model may used to calculate 
these sensitivity factors. This method is very efficient in calculating ATC for a large number 
of contingencies. A linear approximation can also provide reasonable accuracy for ATC 
study related to general operational limitations. 
However, the lossless DC load flow model cannot be used to evaluate the system 
ATC related to voltage or oscillatory stability. A full AC power flow with appropriate 
representation of system dynamics is necessary to identify this type of ATC. Continuation 
power flow and optimal power flow tools have been introduced recently to evaluate ATC 
related to different stability limits. 
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1.4 Optimal Power Flow (OPF) 
In recent years there has been increasing interest in the application of optimization 
techniques to power system planning and operation problems. Optimal Power Flow (OPF) is 
a generic term that describes a broad class of problems in which we seek to optimize a 
specific objective function while satisfying operational and physical constraints of the power 
system. It was first discussed by Carpentier in 1962 [15] and took a long time to become a 
successful algorithm that could be applied in everyday use. Conventional OPF formulations 
aim to minimize the operating cost of thermal resources subject to satisfying the constraints 
represented by bus-active and reactive-power balances in terms of voltages and phase angle. 
Current interest in the OPF centers on its ability to solve for the optimal solution that takes 
into account the security of the system. 
1.4.1 OPF Techniques 
Determination of optimal power flow is a very large and very difficult mathematical 
programming problem. Almost every mathematical programming approach that can be 
applied to this problem has been attempted and great effort has been expended to solve the 
OPF problem reliably. The techniques used to solve OPF problems can be roughly classified 
as: 
1. nonlinear programming (NLP), 
2. quadratic programming (QP), 
3. linear programming (LP), 
4. interior point methods. 
1.4.1.1 Nonlinear Programming (NLP) 
Nonlinear programming (NLP) deals with problems involving nonlinear objective 
and constraint functions. The constraints may consist of equality and/or inequality 
formulations. The inequality can be specified by being bounded both above and below. This 
category assumes non-linear objectives and constraints. 
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From the birth of OPF to the present time a number of authors have applied many 
NLP methods in this category, including the Sequential Unconstrained Minimization 
Technique (SUMT), the gradient method, the Lagrange multiplier technique, the penalty-
function approach and numerous Newton iteration methods [16-20]. The NLP formulation 
fits nicely within the framework presented by the physical models of the electric network. 
1.4.1.2 Quadratic Programming (QP) 
Quadratic programming is a special form of nonlinear programming whose objective 
function is quadratic with linear constraints. Several QP methods in this category have been 
used to solve special type of OPF problems such as transmission-loss minimization, voltage 
control and economic dispatch [21-23], 
1.4.1.3 Linear Programming (LP) 
Linear programming treats problems with constraints and objective function 
formulated in linear forms with non-negative variables. It's one of the fully developed 
methods now in common use. The most commonly used technique in this category is the 
revised simplex method. LP approaches can easily handle the inequality constraints. The 
nonlinear objective function and constraints are linearized to enable an LP solution. The LP 
method has fast speed and reasonable accuracy, and is thus suitable for large systems [24]. 
1.4.1.4 Interior Point Methods (IP) 
In 1984, Karmarkar presented a new solution algorithm for linear programming 
problems that did not solve for the optimal solution by following a series of points that were 
on the "constraint boundary" but rather followed a path through the interior of the constraints 
directly toward the optimal solution on the constraint boundary [25]. This solution was 
achieved much more rapidly than with conventional LP algorithms. In 1986, Gill et al. [26] 
showed the relationship between Karmarkar's algorithm and the so-called "logarithmic 
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barrier function algorithm." Karmarkar's algorithm has become the basis for many OPF 
solutions algorithms later on. 
Even though the interior point method was devised in the early to mid-1980s, its 
application to power system optimization problems began slightly later. In 1991, Clements et 
al. presented one of the first interior point research studies applied to power systems [27]. It 
has become another fully-developed and widely-used method for OPF. It can also easily 
handle inequality constraints. It represents a good starting point and fast convergence 
compared with other LP methods. The extension of IP methods to apply to NLP and QP 
problems has shown superior qualities and promising results. 
1.4.2 Parametric Optimal Power Flow 
OPF provides a solution for a given operating condition, but if the operating condition 
changes, the OPF solution needs to be recalculated. As an extension of traditional OPF, 
parametric optimal power flow can provide a series of optimal solutions for changing system 
conditions. Since the early work by Dillon [28] on the sensitivity of the optimal power flow 
solution to parameter variations, several extensions of this idea have been investigated. A 
parametric quadratic programming method is used by Carpentier to present some results on 
real power economic dispatch [29]. Vojdani and Galiana also applied parametric 
optimization to solve the economic dispatch problem using the continuation method and a 
varying load strategy [30]. Later a new parametric technique for the OPF based on the 
varying limits strategy was proposed by Galiana and Juman [31]. A parametric linear 
programming technique based on the active set analysis was proposed to solve the reactive 
power allocation problem by A. Venkataramana and J. Carr [70]. Bacher and Van Meeteren 
also presented results for real time generation control by using a parametric quadratic 
programming technique [32]. Gribik and Thomas reported a parametric OPF formulation to 
perform sensitivity analysis of the optimum incremental losses with respect to the load [33]. 
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These parametric OPF approaches are limited by the specific nature of the models 
and algorithms used. Typically, they minimize a cost subject to linear constraints by 
parametric quadratic programming. Alternatively, they can be based on models consisting of 
non-linear constraints and costs that are linearized and solved through sequential quadratic 
programming. Subsequently, Almeida, Galiana and Soares presented a general parametric 
OPF model where the full non-linear load flow equalities and inequalities are enforced while 
minimizing an arbitrary objective function. The interior point algorithm is also applied into 
the parametric OPF model in the further work of Almeida and Galiana [34]. 
The principle features of the parametric OPF are: 
1. The utilization of a full non-linear OPF model. 
2. A more general parameterization of equalities, inequalities and objective function. 
3. An algorithm that exactly tracks the OPF behaviour in terms of the continuation 
parameter. 
Two main phases of the parametric OPF problem can be distinguished. Phase I seeks 
to find the OPF solution to a static problem for a fixed load and network starting from an 
arbitrary initial condition. Phase II tracks the OPF solution as a function of the load level 
over a given interval starting from the Phase I solution. 
The parametric OPF can be seen as an expanded OPF that not only provides OPF 
solution and sensitivity information, but also permits an excellent visualization of the 
behavior of all variables during the solution, including the highly non-linear behavior and the 
sensitivity of solutions to parameter variations. The flexible formulation of parametric OPF 
makes it easy to adapt into any OPF application. It has been successfully applied in diverse 
areas such as economic dispatch, maximum loadability, and preventive/corrective control. 
Particularly, in the maximum loadability calculation, the two directions: continuation method 
and the OPF method, are finally connected by the so-called parametric OPF. 
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1.5 Organization of This Dissertation 
As introduced in section 1.2 and 1.3, voltage and oscillatory stability-related load 
margin and ATC margin are the major concerns of our research. In this work, the OPF 
introduced in 1.4 will also be combined with stability margin identification to provide a 
general framework of power system voltage/oscillatory stability margin optimization. 
This dissertation is organized as follows: The introduction in Chapter 1 provides the 
motivation of this work as well as a general summary of the techniques used. Chapter 2 gives 
a critical review on the existing literature related to this work and also the scope of the 
research. Chapter 3 provides the general formulation for voltage/oscillatory margin boundary 
tracing and the interior point algorithm used in OPF. Chapter 4 presents the optimal margin 
boundary tracing with respect to voltage and oscillatory stability margin. Chapter 5 addresses 
the direct available transfer capability (ATC) boundary tracing related to the 
voltage/oscillatory stability limit. Chapter 6 presents the optimal ATC boundary tracing with 
respect to the voltage/oscillatory stability limits. Chapter 7 presents conclusions and provides 
some direction for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND SCOPE OF THE WORK 
2.1 Introduction 
As described in Chapter 1, power system voltage/oscillatory stability plays an 
important role in overall power system secure operation. Evaluation of system ATC should 
also take into account these stability limits. In this chapter, a critical review of the state-of-
the-art literature is provided related to voltage, oscillatory and ATC margins under varying 
system conditions. 
2.2 Voltage and Oscillatory Stability Margin Tracing under Varying 
System Conditions 
Voltage collapse and oscillatory instability due to small load variations are inherently 
nonlinear phenomena that could be modeled by bifurcation theory from the perspective of 
parametric nonlinear dynamic systems. Substantial research has been conducted to help 
understand and analyze the mechanism of those types of instability based on bifurcation 
theory. 
Voltage collapse is related to Saddle node bifurcation (SNB): system equilibrium 
disappears as system parameters, mostly system load, change slowly. In recent decades, 
several blackouts have been recognized related to Saddle node bifurcation [84]. 
Oscillatory stability is another aspect of power system operational security. 
Oscillatory stability is related to Hopf bifurcations [85]. Improper tuning of generation 
control parameters may lead to Hopf bifurcation [88-90]. Nonlinear load may also lead to 
Hopf bifurcation [91]. Reference [53] presents analysis related to the 1992 disturbance on the 
Midwestern segment of the US interconnected power system and the resulting oscillations 
caused by line tripping. It confirms that the event was indeed related to a Hopf bifurcation. 
The continuation method is the most reliable method applied in determination of load 
margin for large-scale power systems. During the last decade, it was adopted into diverse 
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areas of the power industry, including voltage stability, maximum loadability, and available 
transfer capability (ATC) [5, 34. 37, 41]. It has mostly been used in a single parameter 
tracing on a one dimension manifold confined by the introduction of only one parameter. 
Reference [53] presents iterative algorithms to calculate the Hopf bifurcation related 
segment of the feasibility boundary for a realistically large power system model. The method 
applied bilinear transformation of the system Jacobian matrix and power method to calculate 
the dominant eigenvalue. A large volume of computation associated with eigenvalue analysis 
and complex transformation still exists. 
How to efficiently extend these stability margins by readjusting the system control 
configuration is a major aspect of power system operational security. As a result of FACTS 
devices widely applied in modern power systems, the capability and range of control have 
been increased. Selection of cost efficient control then becomes an important part for 
economic operation of power systems. Optimization in conjunction with margin sensitivity 
could be formulated to seek the most effective and efficient control strategy. 
In most cases, linear programming or quadratic programming is employed. The 
limitation of the approach is due to the difficulty of taking into account component limit 
constraints and system nonlinearities. Under stressed power system operating conditions, the 
nonlinear!ty of system behavior becomes more significant, especially near the system critical 
point. A nonlinear global optimal control solution is critically needed to provide a reliable 
specific margin at minimum control cost. 
The margin boundary can be obtained in a variety of ways. The trivial way to obtain a 
new margin point is to retrace the PV curve under the new system configuration each time. 
This method is time consuming and not very informative. 
The continuation method can more efficiently identify the voltage stability margin for 
a large-scale power system, but it is still time consuming to obtain a single voltage stability 
margin point for a single fixed loading scenario at a certain fixed control configuration by 
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tracing the entire PV curve from the base case. A new method has been developed at Iowa 
State University to trace the voltage stability margin boundary without retracing the PV 
curves [42]. Based on this approach a Unified Margin Boundary Tracing (UMBT) has been 
developed [43]. The methodology used in UMBT presents a unified framework for tracing 
the SNB and Hopf bifurcation related margin boundary in multi-control parameter space 
under specified loading and control scenarios. It can be applied to monitor the load margin 
variation constrained by both voltage collapse and system oscillations under a control change 
or a contingency. UMBT doesn't need to retrace the PV curve under new control 
configuration and can take account of limit effects and other nonlinearities easily. It can 
provide accurate and reliable information of system load margin as well as saving CPU time 
dramatically. 
As the power industry moves into a more competitive environment, the use of 
Optimal Power Flow methodology becomes increasingly more important in maximizing the 
capability of existing transmission system assets. Through the use of advanced optimized 
techniques such as Genetic Algorithms, Interior Point methods, the simulated annealing 
method, decomposition, and Newton's method, OPF becomes an even more powerful tool 
for dealing with new requirements in the competitive environment. 
The margin tracing capability of the continuation method and the optimization 
mechanism provided by OPF are both important for ISO and power companies to assess 
operating conditions and make control decisions. The combination of the continuation 
method and OPF into a general framework will generate more useful information for ISO and 
power companies as a reference to different strategies. Furthermore, the optimal control 
configuration for any expected operating scenario should also be developed during the 
optimal boundary tracing procedure. 
Galiana et al. [44-48] made significant contributions to the optimal power flow based 
on the homotopy type continuation method. It could trace the optimal solution along a certain 
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load scenario with optimization formulated with power flow equations. The load level is 
parameterized to achieve the optimal solutions in succession. However, the algorithm may 
diverge when the sequential specified load level is close to the largest feasible load margin. 
Almeida et al. introduced an interior point method based OPF into the continuation method 
[34]. A new model for reactive power cost was also developed to expand the application of 
parametric optimal power flow [49]. But the divergence problem is still not solved. In 
reference [37] maximum loadability is obtained by applying the interior point method which 
includes all the relevant constraints. The solvability and robustness of the algorithm is 
guaranteed by the predictor-corrector method used in the maximum loadability calculation. 
However, the specific trajectory of load/control variation cannot be defined in the OPF 
formulation and thus the possibility of further study of load/control changes is limited. 
Although there are many papers related to oscillatory stability problems, most of this 
literature is concentrated either on identifying dominant eigenvalues [50] [51] or predicting 
the Hopf bifurcation point directly[43, 52, 53, 54, 55]. To the best of our knowledge, nobody 
has yet made an attempt to develop an optimal control strategy to achieve a specific 
oscillatory stability margin beyond the initial Hopf bifurcation point. Furthermore, an on-line 
application for voltage stability margin tracing is also needed in oscillatory stability analysis. 
2.3 ATC Evaluation for Power System Security 
In 1996, the North American Electric reliability Council (NERC) published new 
definitions and recommended methods of determination for power system transmission 
capabilities [13]. Six ATC principles have been emphasized and supported by virtually all 
players in the U.S. interconnected electric power system. These principles are paraphrased as 
follows: 
• The ATC calculation must produce commercially viable results that can give a 
reasonable and dependable indication of transfer capabilities. 
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• The ATC calculation must recognize time-variant power flow conditions, 
simultaneous transfers and parallel flows. 
• The ATC calculation must recognize the location dependency of power injection and 
extraction. 
• Regional coordination is necessary to reflect the ATCs of interconnected transmission 
networks. 
• The ATC calculation must conform to system reliability criteria and guides. 
• The determination of ATC must accommodate reasonable uncertainties in system 
conditions and provide operating flexibility. 
NERC defines the ATC as below [13]: 
ATC=TTC-TRM-ETC (including CBM) 
Where: 
• TTC: Total transfer capability, which is the amount of electric power that 
can be transferred over the interconnected transmission network in a reliable 
manner while meeting all of a specific set of defined pre- and post-contingency 
system conditions. 
• TRM: Transmission reliability margin. 
• ETC: Existing transmission commitments. 
• CBM: Capacity benefit margin, which is the amount of transmission transfer 
capability reserved by load serving entities to ensure access to generation from 
interconnected systems to meet generation reliability requirements. 
Since TRM, ETC and CBM are usually given by utilities, to determine the ATC is 
essentially to determine the TTC, which is the most critical physical or operational limit to 
the networks. It should be mentioned that limiting conditions on some portions of the 
transmission network may shift among thermal, voltage, and stability limits as the network 
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operating conditions change over time. In recent years, with transmission lines getting more 
heavily loaded, voltage collapse phenomena are becoming more prominent. 
A variety of applications in both planning and operations require the repetitive 
computation of transfer capabilities. Transfer capabilities must be quickly computed for 
various assumptions representing possible future system conditions and then recomputed as 
system conditions change. 
One way to calculate the system transfer capability is the continuation method. From 
the solved base case, power flow solutions are sought for increasing amounts of transfer in 
the specified direction. The quantity of the transfer is a scalar parameter that can be varied in 
the model. The amount of transfer is gradually increased from the base case until a binding 
limit is encountered. Useful estimates of transfer capabilities can be obtained with simpler 
power system models such as the DC load flow approximation. Although the DC 
approximation is fast and accurate enough over large range of conditions, it cannot identify 
voltage limits and is not accurate when reactive power flow and voltage deviations are 
considerable. An AC model accounting for the system nonlinear!ty and control limits will be 
needed under such conditions. Santiago and Sauer discussed the effect of reactive power in 
ATC computation in [56]. The results show that the inclusion of reactive power in the ATC 
can reduce the errors in the estimation of the maximum transaction over a transmission 
system. It also provides a way to estimate the proximity to steady state stability limits due to 
a transaction. 
In recent years, a number of authors have recognized the possibility of extending OPF 
tools to the problems of ATC calculation. There are a number of papers published in this area 
since 1999 [57-63]. Pavella et al. [57, 59] proposed an integrated OPF based scheme to 
calculate on-line ATC while meeting static and transient stability constraints. The approach 
uses the output of the state estimator to compute the operating condition while ensuring 
maximum power transfer on predetermined tie lines. All plausible contingencies are then 
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considered one by one to determine the preventive and corrective actions necessary to 
stabilize all dangerous contingencies simultaneously. The approach has the potential to 
handle dynamic security constraints, but its on-line application is limited because of a heavy 
computational burden. A case study on the U. S. Northeast is presented in [61] to assess the 
transmission constraint costs, in which the LP-based OPF is used to re-dispatch the control 
variables subject to certain equality and inequality constraints. In [62], a probabilistic OPF 
model is used to simulate the probable line flow ahead of time. The problem is then solved 
by an efficient Monte Carlo approach to provide necessary information concerning 
transmission rights in a competitive power industry. A similar approach is also used in [63] 
to determine the congestion cost and the risk of curtailment associated with transfer 
capability. Variations in these methods mainly relate to the nature of the inequality limits 
represented, ranging from relatively basic operational equipment limits [58] to more detailed 
formulations that attempt to approximate transient stability security requirements through 
trackable algebraic inequalities [59]. 
The use of linear approximations for updating and estimating transfer capability is 
also widespread in the industry. Power Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDFs) express the 
percentage of a power transfer that flows on a transmission facility. Generator Shift Factors 
(GSFs) express the change in flow on a particular flowgate that results from increasing 
generation at a node. Once the PTDFs and GSFs are derived through the selected power 
system model, ISO can use this data to determine which transactions are subject to 
curtailment. NERC provides both PTDF and GSF web-based viewers and downloadable data 
files of PTDFs. This data is computed using the lossless, DC load flow model and some other 
simplifying assumptions. 
An understanding of the effect of network uncertainty on ATC can be critical to both 
the system operator and the market participants. According to the ATC information provided 
by the Open Access Same-time Information System (OASIS), Transmission Loading Relief 
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(TLR) procedures are implemented to relieve overloading in the transmission system. The 
ATC value used by TLR doesn't necessarily reflect the actual transfer capabilities, either due 
to the non-simultaneous nature of ATC, or to improper chaining [64]. In order to achieve an 
efficient and stable performance in the hourly market, the participants need to have accurate 
ATC information. Besides system contingencies such as transmission line or generation 
outage, the variation of certain network or control variables can also affect transfer 
capability. In previous research, a stochastic approach [63, 65, 66] is presented to resolve 
uncertainties in evaluating ATC. The small perturbations of continuous network or control 
variables are handled by sensitivity techniques [67. 68, 69]. Because of its linear nature, the 
sensitivity technique can only estimate the system ATC in a short range. The accuracy and 
reliability of sensitivity technique will greatly decrease if the system varies in a larger range. 
From the previous literature review one can see the need for an OPF which takes into 
account voltage, oscillatory stability and ATC in a coordinated way. The OPF should not 
only explicitly include stability limits for any given condition, but also should track these 
limits for changing system conditions. Interior-point based optimal margin boundary tracing 
(IP-OMBT) proposed in this research will try to achieve the above objective. 
The following sections provide the details regarding this framework. 
2.4 General Description of Security Monitoring and Control 
The interior-point based optimal margin-boundary tracing methodology presented in 
this dissertation facilitates the analysis contributing to fast security margin monitoring and 
control. In Figure 2.1, the IP-OMBT is shown as a major component of the proposed 
comprehensive power system security monitoring and control framework. 
The basic security monitoring and control approach involves three stages: base case 
setup, security margin boundary tracing, and preventive/corrective strategies. 
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Figure 2.1 Flow chart for the proposed comprehensive security monitoring and control framework 
Base Case Setup: The power system steady-state information is gathered from RTUs 
in different locations and estimated by S CAD A/EMS. Using this information, a base case is 
established as the input. Coupled with dynamic data gathered from utilities and vendors, the 
steady-state system security analysis can be done by Continuation Power Flow (CPF) [5] and 
Equilibrium Tracing Program (EQTP) [41] for any specific loading and control scenarios. 
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The CPF/EQTP can provide various steady-state security evaluation indices for factors such 
as: load margin and the weak bus/load ranking for voltage stability and oscillatory stability 
concerns. 
Security Margin Boundary Tracing: The second stage starts after the base case 
setup is established. The effects of contingencies and system parameter changes enter the 
scope of the package. According to ISO's data of credible contingencies and other 
predictable disturbances, UMBT package has the capability of directly tracing various 
security margins for any contingencies or control changes. Transient stability analysis can 
also be executed by time domain simulation tools. After all the interested contingencies and 
disturbances are examined, a new base case can then be analyzed in a similar way. 
Preventive/Corrective Strategies: During the process of steady state security 
analysis and security margin tracing, if there's any security violation such as insufficient 
stability margins, the IP-OMBT package will be introduced to solve the problem. By 
utilizing the available ancillary services data provided by ISO or market participants, the IP-
OMBT package can schedule optimal preventive/corrective strategies according to 
optimization objectives. The strategies are then examined by CPF and UMBT packages to 
ensure the validity. 
2.5 Scope of the Work 
Previous work has been done for the power system security margin identification and 
tracing, which refers to the stage 1 and 2 in the above security monitoring and control 
framework. In this research, IP-OMBT package is developed to provide the optimal 
preventive/corrective strategies to further extend the system stability margin. IP-OMBT 
combines the interior-point algorithm and the continuation method seamlessly to provide the 
optimal control configuration for any feasible voltage/oscillatory stability margin. In 
addition, a direct ATC tracing and an optimal ATC tracing package have been developed to 
address voltage/oscillatory stability-related ATC problems. 
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In the deregulated power market, both security and economic issues are important to 
the ISO. The IP-OMBT package has the capability for dealing with both aspects. 
From a security point of view, IP-OMBT will mainly focus on the identification and 
optimization of security margins such as voltage stability and oscillatory stability load 
margin. Various contingencies and disturbances will be considered in IP-OMBT to determine 
and schedule the corresponding preventive/corrective strategies. 
From the market point of view, the IP-OMBT framework can be applied to calculate 
the available transfer capability and make congestion-relief decisions. Proposed power 
transactions and available control resources will be considered as the input of ATC tracing 
package. The output of the direct ATC tracing package will provide information on 
contributions of all available control resources and an optimal ATC tracing package will try 
to utilize all these resources in the most economical way. 
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CHAPTER 3 GENERAL FORMULATION OF MARGIN BOUNDARY 
TRACING AND INTERIOR POINT ALGORITHM 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a power system DAE model that is applicable to both voltage stability 
and oscillatory stability is introduced in section 3.2. Margin boundary identification and 
tracing with this model are presented in section 3.3. Section 3.4 provides the mathematical 
formulation of the interior point (IP) based optimization problem. Section 3.5 describes 
possible applications of IP based margin boundary optimization for the power system. 
3.2 Formulation of Power System DAE Model 
A power system is assumed to have n buses and m generators. Each generator is 
assumed to be equipped with the same type of excitation control system and speed governor. 
The specific models of each component of the power system are formulated in the following 
subsections. Commonly used power system notations are used. 
3.2.1 Synchronous Generator 
Without loss of generality, the rotor angle of the m-th generator is chosen as the 
system angle reference. This choice of reference is different from the conventional slack bus 
selection. No assumptions are necessary for choosing such a reference. When stator 
transients are ignored, the two-axis model [4, 71] describing the synchronous machine 
dynamics can be given as: 
5, =(co, -(Om)ro0 z = l,...,m-l (3.1) 
œ ,  = M ; l [ P m i  - D i ( G ) ,  - G > m ) - ( E q i  -  X d i I d i ) I q j  -  ( E d i  +  X q i I q i ) I d i ]  
/ = 1,..., m (3.2) 
Eqi — Td0i [Ejdj Eqi (Xdj Xdj)Idi] i — 1,..., m (3.3) 
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Edi — Tq0 i[—Ed i  + (Xq i  -Xq i)Iq i] i = l, . . . ,m (3.4) 
where tom is the system frequency, to, is the machine frequency (generator angular speed) and 
too is the system rated frequency (377.0 rad /sec). Is and Iqi are direct axis (d axis) and 
quadrature axis (q axis) currents respectively; Edi and Eqi are transient d axis and q axis 
EMF respectively; T^oi and Tqoi are d axis and q axis open circuit time constants respectively; 
Xdi and Xqi are synchronous d axis and q axis reactances; Xdi and Xqi are d axis and q axis 
transient reactances; M, is inertia constant and D, is the damping constant of the machine. 
Interface voltage equations to the network are given as follows: 
Èq i  = V, cos(5, - 0, ) + R s iIq i  + Xd iId i  i = (3.5) 
E^ =Vi sin(ô( —0,) + RsJdi ~ X q iI q i  i = (3.6) 
where V, and 0, are bus voltage and angle respectively and R s i  is armature resistance of the 
machine. 
All the quantities are in per unit except too. 
The machine currents /</,• and Iqi can be eliminated by solving the generator interface 
equations to the network. Hence, 
(3-7) 
Iqi = [R si Eqi + Edi X d i  - R s iV, cos (S i  -6^-X d lV l  sin(^ - d t  )]A.1 (3.8) 
(39) 
Note that (3.1) does not include the differential equation for 8m, and all the angles 
here and henceforth are relative angles with respect to the m-th generator's rotor angle. 
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3.2.2 Excitation Control System 
The simplified IEEE type DC-1 excitation system [4] as shown in Figure 3.1 is used 
here. The corresponding mathematical model is 
.,m (3.10) 
(3.11) 
4 .,m (3.12) 
where Vref, is the reference voltage of the automatic voltage regulator (AVR); Vr, and are 
the outputs of the AVR and exciter soft feedback; Ef^ is the voltage applied to generator field 
winding; Tai, Tei and 7); are AVR, exciter and feedback time constants; Kai, Kei and Kfi are 
gains of AVR, exciter and feedback; V^min and y„,max are the lower and upper limits of Vrt. 
1 + ^  
7 
Vr,max 
Vr + T + Ï 
AVR with limit 
Rf 
KP 
K f S  
1  +  T f S  
0) 
Figure 3.1 The IEEE type DC-1 excitation system 
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7 
< f d  
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Speed governor Prime-mover 
Figure 3.2 The simplified speed governor and prime mover 
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3.2.3 Prime Mover and Speed Governor 
Figure 3.2 shows the block diagram for a simplified prime mover and speed governor. 
Two differential equations are involved to describe the dynamics when no fii limit is 
reached. 
where Pgs i  is the designated real power generation; Pmi  is the mechanical power of the prime 
mover and fi( is the steam valve or water gate opening; R, is the governor regulation constant 
representing its inherent speed-droop characteristic; (ûref (=1.0) is the governor reference 
speed; Tchi and Tgi are the time constants related to the prime mover and speed governor 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ;  / / I  m i n  a n d  / / i  m a x  a r e  t h e  l o w e r  a n d  u p p e r  l i m i t s  o f  f i i .  
3.2.4 Nonlinear Load Model 
The voltage and frequency dependent load is modeled as follows for all the load 
buses. 
where P/„, and Qua are the active and reactive powers consumed by the load at the nominal 
voltage Vi and frequency cor(=1.0). The frequency-dependent term is included to prevent the 
equilibrium computation from divergence in case all the generators reach their maximum real 
power limits due to load increase or generator outages. Here K\Pf and are the load 
changing factors with respect to system frequency. 
, = l,...,m (3.13) 
Mi = T'J [Pgs i  - (Û), -  0) re f  )/Rj— Hi] if A,min ^ M, ^ Am. i = (314) 
I\Qu — Quo(%!v i 0)'8 '[l + K l q f i(o)m <y r)] 
3.2.5 LTC Model 
A continuous Load Tap Changer (LTC) model is used. 
Assume there is an LTC between bus i and j, 
Vj = rVt 
T,r = V} re f  -Vj 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
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where r is the ratio position of an LTC; V" f  is the reference voltage at the LTC regulated bus 
j; Tt is the time constant. 
3.2.6 Network Power Equations 
Corresponding to the above models, the network equations can be written as: 
[0  = pgi ~(1  +  Kip iM)Pi ~ p ,i  
0 = Qg i  - (1 + K l q ifi)Qu  - Q t i  
i = \,.. . ,n (3.18) 
where 
n  
Pti — COS(6, 9,/fc ) 
<| k=l i = (3.19) 
I Qti = l^y^ k^ ik S'n(9| ~®k~ ) 
I *=1 
and 
[P,,=/^sin(6,-8,) + /,,%cos(8,-8,) 
Qgi = IdNi cos(s, - 0, ) - Iqyi sin(§, - 9, ) 
i — (3.20) 
P • and Qg i  are the generator output powers, which are primarily determined by the 
inherent characteristics of the speed governor and the AVR regulations. They will change if 
real power generation rescheduling and secondary voltage control are applied. P„ and Qti are 
the powers injected into the network at bus i. Klpj and Klqi are the load changing factors 
specified for bus i. It should be noted that (3.18) is generic in the sense that it is used for all 
of the buses. 
3.2.7 Power System DAE model 
The above differential and algebraic equations are commonly known as a DAE 
representation of the power system. In a compact form, they can be simply denoted as 
X — F(X,Y,P) (3.21) 
0 = G(X,y ,P) (3.22) 
The differential equation F describes the dynamics associated with the generators, the 
excitation systems, the prime movers and the speed governors. The algebraic equation G 
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represents the network power balance equations. X is the state variable vector including all 
possible dynamic components in the system; Y  is the algebraic variable vector containing bus 
voltages and phase angles; P  is the system parameter including system control variables and 
other physical parameters. 
X  = (Ô, CO, E q , E d ,  P m , f i ,  E f d  , V r , R f )  
y = (y,e), p = (y^,%„-) 
3.3 Margin Boundary Identification and Tracing 
3.3.1 Linearization of Power System DAE 
When the parameter P  in (3.21) and (3.22) is varying, the corresponding state vector 
X and the eigenvalues of the system matrix evaluated on this path change accordingly. 
Linearization of (3.21) and (3.22) at the equilibrium point with specified P  as natural 
parameters provides: 
1 A X  
0 J 
X 
h 
Fy 1 
G V  Gy J 
AXl 
lAn 
=j 
total 
AX] 
I 
AF'J 
(3.24) 
Matrices Fx, Fy, Gx, and Gy contain first derivatives of F and G with respect to X and 
Y, evaluated at the equilibrium point. 
Note that matrix Gy is an algebraic Jacobian matrix that contains the power flow 
Jacobian matrix. 
In the above equation, if det(Gy) does not equal zero, 
(3.25) 
Substituting in (3.24) results in 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
AY - -G^GxAX 
= A^AX 
Asys — FX FyGy Gx 
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The essential small-disturbance dynamic characteristics of a structure-preserving 
model are expressed in terms of eigen-properties of the reduced system matrix Aç>,s. This 
matrix is called the dynamic system state matrix. 
Eigenvalue analysis of A^ will give dynamic stability information of the current 
equilibrium point under small disturbances. At a voltage collapse point, the system loses the 
ability to supply enough power to a heavily loaded network. At this point, the so-called 
saddle node bifurcation occurs, corresponding to the movement of one eigenvalue of ASYS on 
the real axis crossing the origin from the left half complex plane. Therefore eigenvalue 
computation will help detect this movement. Participation factor studies will show how bus 
voltages participate in this collapse mode, and sensitivity analysis will show the parameter 
influence on this critical situation. However, since eigenvalue computation is involved, the 
above procedure is computationally intensive. Furthermore, the formulation of ASYS also 
destroys the sparsity of Jlotai-
At saddle node bifurcation that leads to voltage collapse, one of the eigenvalue of ASYS 
becomes zero. Equivalently, the determinant of ASYS equals zero. From matrix theory, we 
know that, 
>, Fy] 
det/**,=det x T = det(Fx - FYGY]GX)det(Gy) Gx Gyj y y X, V y, 
= det(A^)det(Gy) 
Therefore if Gy is nonsingular, the determinant of Asys becomes zero if and only if the 
determinant of Jtotai is zero. This is the Schur formula. Jtotai is very sparse and thus permits 
efficient handling using sparse techniques. Therefore detection of the singularity of Asys is 
equivalent to the detection of the singularity of Jtotai. 
3.3.2 SNB and Hopf Bifurcation identification 
Reference [72] introduced new cut functions to identify the SNB and Hopf 
bifurcation for a fixed set of control parameters of the power system. The voltage stability 
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margin boundary is confined by Saddle Node bifurcations, whereas the oscillatory stability 
margin boundary is confined by Hopf bifurcations associated with different sets of control 
parameters. 
At the SNB point, the following condition needs to be satisfied: 
FX  Fyl  
GX  Gy j  k! = 0 (3.29) 
Reference [72] proves that the detection of Hopf bifurcation for A s y s  is equivalent to 
identify the singularity of the matrix (J,otal + JTtotal ) when Junai is approximate to normal 
matrix. Thus the following condition needs to be satisfied at the Hopf bifurcation point: 
F x  + F X  F v  +Gv,l  
GX  + Fy Gy + Gy J 
ux ,1 
UY j 
= 0 (3.30) 
While the above condition is not always true for Hopf bifurcation, the following 
direct method is used to identify the Hopf bifurcation for A s y s:  
Here the real part of eigenvalue A equals to 0. 
Comparing with the condition (3.30), (3.31) is more accurate but introduces more 
variables and is not computationally efficient. 
3.3.3 Power System Equilibrium Tracing with Continuation Method 
The equilibrium of the system DAE model is confined by: 
0 = F(X,Y,P) (3.32) 
0 = G(X,y,f) (3.33) 
The continuation method is the most reliable method to identify the stability margin 
for large-scale power systems. It traces the power system equilibria along certain 
load/generation changing scenarios until the specific stability margin is reached. In order to 
trace the system equilibria under different scenarios, a new parameter fi is introduced to 
parameterize the system's load and generation increase, which should also represent the 
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system ATC level with respect to later voltage and oscillatory stability ATC tracing. At this 
point, we also assume that P is fixed during the equilibrium tracing procedure. By adding 
parameter // and one more equation, the continuation method is applied to trace system 
equilibrium using the processes of prediction and correction. In the predictor, the tangent 
vector is solved from 
Once the prediction is made with the tangent vector, the following correction is 
performed to find the equilibrium point. 
where [dXT ,dYT ,dfif is the tangent vector. ek  is a column unit vector with all the 
elements equal to zero except for the kth one, which corresponds to the current continuation 
parameter. Since and can not be null vectors at the same time even in the base case 
(//=0), the singularity of the augmented Jacobian matrix can be easily avoided by appropriate 
selection of the continuation parameter. To speed up the computing, the same Jacobian 
matrix is used in (3.34) and (3.35). 
From (3.34), we can see that the components of the tangent vector actually indicate 
some kind of sensitivity of system variables to the current continuation parameter. Since h is 
introduced to parameterize the system generation and load level, it increases monotonically 
to the maximum value. Hence dfl is positive before fi reaches its maximum and negative 
afterwards. Null dfl indicates that the system total Jacobian matrix is singular. 
Reference [72] further extended the above equilibrium-tracing procedure to identify 
the system Hopf bifurcation point. As described in section 3.3.2, the Hopf bifurcation for A sys  
is equivalent to identify the singularity of the matrix (Jtotal + jJotal ) when Jtotai is approximate 
Fx FY  F f l  Ip/xl To 1 
Gx GY Gm dY = 0 
eTk j[dMl L±1J 
(3.34) 
Fx  Fy Fm  Tax] pi  
Gx  Gy Gm  AY =- G 
eTk  jU/^J L° J 
(3.35) 
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to normal matrix. In addition to the predictor and corrector defined in (3.34) and (3.35), the 
following equation needs to be checked to identify the Hopf bifurcation. 
Fx + Fx FY +Gx ek e]1[  
Gx  + Fy Gy + Gy 
0 0 
0 0 
ux  1 
Uy 
YH\ 
YHI\ 
'01 
0 
1 
L°J 
= 0 (3.36) 
where k* j. 
At the Hopf bifurcation, the cut set condition is satisfied, i.e., yHl(X,Y,/i,a) = 0, and 
yH2(X,Y,ju,a) = 0 but ySNB ^ 0. Here ysm refers to dfl in (3.34). Any of them alone could be 
used to identify Hopf bifurcation in Hopf bifurcation-related margin boundary tracing. 
Based on the above theory, the Equilibrium Boundary Tracing Program (EQTP) has 
been developed in Iowa State University to effectively trace the power system voltage and 
oscillatory stability margin [41 j [42]. 
3.3.4 Stability Margin Boundary Tracing 
When control parameters change, the stability margin related to Saddle Node or Hopf 
bifurcation changes as well. Based on the new cut function, a predictor-corrector algorithm is 
applied to trace the system margin boundary with respect to both bifurcations. The algorithm 
is briefly repeated as follows: 
The characterization of bifurcation can be formulated in cut-set form on the solution 
manifold as follows: 
~F(X,Y ,JU,a) 1 
G(X,y,//,a) =0 (3.37) 
c(X,Y,ju,a)j 
The identification condition described in section 3.3.2 can be transformed into the cut 
functions c(X ,Y,jU,a). The definition of the cut function for SNB and Hopf bifurcation 
derived from (3.29) and (3.30) can be found in reference [42]. The total augmented equations 
for margin boundary tracing are: 
B(X,Y,ju,a) = 
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H(X,Y,ju,a) = B(X,Y, f i ,a) 1 [xT YT ju 
F(X,Y,ju,a) 1 
G(X,Y,ju,a) 
c(X,Y,f i ,a) 
[xT YT  f i  a]e k-rj] 
= 0 (3.38) 
Thus with a as step size, the margin boundary predictor is defined as: 
DH(X,Y y ju,a) 
dX 1 
dY 
dfl  
da\ 
" o l  
0 
0 
±1J 
and Ypre 
Mpre 
%1 
Y 
M 
yj 
+ G 
~dX~\ 
dY 
dfl  
da] 
(3.39) 
The margin boundary corrector is: 
%1 
Y 
M 
a\ 
%1 
Y 
// 
a\ 
-DH' l(X,Y,f i ,a)H(X,Y,ju,a) (3.40) 
The concept of Margin Boundary Tracing (MBT) for Saddle Node and Hopf 
bifurcation is shown in Figure 3.3. By small modification of cut functions, it can also apply 
to damping ratio margin boundary tracing. 
With MBT, we can trace the system voltage/oscillatory stability margin related to any 
control sets variations quickly and accurately. However, further study is still needed on how 
to efficiently extend the system margin by readjustment of the system control configuration. 
IP-OMBT introduced in the next chapter will solve the above problem by combining 
optimization technique and continuation method together. 
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Different load scenarios according 
to base point control variations 
Base Point 
Direct Margin Boundary Tracing to 
get the new Hopf bifurcation point 
Direct Margin Boundary Tracing 
(MBT) to get the new SNB point 
P 
Figure 3.3 Concept graph for SNB/Hopf margin boundary tracing 
3.4 Interior Point Method in Optimal Power Flow (OPF) 
The general optimal power flow is mainly used to determine the optimal steady state 
operation of an electrical power system as well as minimize the value of a chosen objective 
function and satisfy certain physical and operating constraints. It's a typical nonlinear 
programming (NLP) problem and can be mathematically expressed as 
Minimize f(x) 
s.t. g(x) = 0 (3.41) 
h t  < h{x) < hh  
In the past few decades, a number of optimization techniques were proposed to solve 
the above nonlinear OPF problem. 
Recently, due to the efficiency of the newly developed interior point methods for 
solving large-scale linear programs (LP), IP methods became candidates for many 
applications. The interior point methods appeared in the literature in the early 1950's and 
they have been formally studied in detail by Fiacco and McCormick [73]. Since then, the big 
breakthrough of interior point methods was accomplished in 1984 by Karmarker's famous 
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paper [25]. The excitement brought by this paper was due partly to a theoretical property of 
Karmarkar's polynomial algorithm and partly to the author's claims of excellent practical 
performance on large linear programs. The paper sparked a revolution in linear programming 
research that led to theoretical and computational advances on many fronts. The years 
following 1984 saw rapid development and expansion of the interior point methods that 
continue even today. 
The theoretical foundation for interior point methods consists of three crucial building 
blocks: Newton's method for solving nonlinear equations and hence for unconstrained 
optimization, Lagrange's method for optimization with equalities, and Fiacco & 
McCormick's barrier method for optimization with inequalities. Among the many variants of 
interior point methods, the primal-dual interior point method [74-77] proves to be the most 
elegant theoretically and the most successful computationally for LP. 
In 1991, Clements et al. [27] presented one of the first interior point research studies 
applied to power systems. It is now another fully developed and widely used method for OPF. 
It can also easily handle inequality constraints. It features a good starting point and fast 
convergence compared with the LP method and the extension of the IP method to apply to 
NLP and QP problems has shown superior qualities and promising results. 
3.4.1 General Formulation of Primal-dual Interior Point Method 
To solve OPF problem (3.41) by primal-dual interior point method, we need 
transform the inequality constraints into equality constraints by introducing slack variables 
Sl, Sh '• 
M in f(x) 
s.t. g(x) = 0 
h ( x )  - S f - h f  =0 (3.42) 
h ( x )  +  s h - h h  = 0 
S,,sh >0 
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The nonnegative conditions on slack variables in (3.42) can be treated by appending 
the logarithmic barrier functions to the objective, 
f x  = f ( x ) - J r - ( ^ i l n ( s i ) j + ^ i H s h ) j )  (3.43) 
7=1 7=1 
Assume there are n state variables x and m inequality constraints, and the barrier 
parameter n is a positive number that is enforced to decrease towards zero iteratively. Based 
on Fiacco & McCormick's theorem [73], as JE tends towards zero, the solution of the 
subproblem X(JZ) approaches x*, the solution of (3.42). The resultant Lagrangian function of 
the subproblem with barrier functions is: 
Ar = /W ~^g ' 8(x)~rf • (H*) ~ si -  h t  ) + 7t\ • (h(x) + sh-hh  ) 
W  A  A \  
~ K' (J l n^/  )y+Z l n ( 5 />)y )  
7=1 7=1 
where ^, k\ , 7t\ are Lagrangian multipliers (dual variables) for constraints in problem 
(3.42) respectively. 
Thus the stationary point of (3.43) is the optimal solution of the subproblem, which 
satisfies Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) first-order conditions: 
V^L, = V/(x)-Vg(x)r -Ag  - Vh(x)T •(7T l  +7th) = 0 (a) 
V Lw = 7t l  - 7T • SJ l  • e = 0 => S t  -Kx  =7t-e (b) 
VShK =xh  -X' sh e = 0=>Sh-Kh  =JC-e (c) 
^ xgK =-#(*) = 0 (d) 
v*, K = ~(.h{x) -s l-h,)=0 (e) 
=Kx) + sh-hh  =0 (/) 
where g = [l,...,lf, S, = diag(sh ,s,2  ), Sh  = diag{shx ,sh i  , . . .sK ). 
These nonlinear equations are then solved by Newton's method. The new 
approximation to the variables for the next iteration is determined by the following: 
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/+' = / + - A% = A; + ^ . M, 
„k+1 1 , p * „ _*+l _& a, =  s , +  S  •  A s ,  7 t ,  =  K ,  +  8  •  A  k ,  (3.46) 
J* t+1  =skk+â- =rt+S- A Kh  
where scalar step size S is chosen to preserve the nonnegativity conditions on slack 
variables s,, sh and dual variables TU, , 7TH. 
Instead of taking several Newton steps to converge to the optimal point of the 
subproblem with fixed N, at each iteration K is reduced until JZ -» 0 and Newton iteration 
gets the solution for the problem (3.42). 
3.4.2 Implementation Issues 
3.4.2.1 The Adjustment of the Barrier Parameter and the Determination of the Newton's 
Step Size 
According to the Fiacco and McCormick's Theorem, the barrier parameter n must 
approach zero as the iterations continue to get the solution for the original problem (3.42). 
The primal-dual method itself suggests how K should be reduced from step to step. For 
linear programming problems [76, 77], the value of K is made proportional to the duality 
gap—the difference between the primal and dual objective functions. The duality gap of the 
nonlinear problem (3.42) is defined as follows: 
gap = Jl] • (h(x) -h,) + 7TTh  -ihh- h(x)) (3.47) 
This duality gap is a positive quantity if the primal and dual variables meet all the 
primal and dual constraints and is zero at the optimum point. In practice, a complementary 
gap is used to approximate the duality gap 
gap* = jcJ • s, + 7TTh  • sh  (3.48) 
And by following [78] we choose 
(3.49) 
4 m 
And the Newton's step size is chosen to prevent non-negative variables from being 
zero: 
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8 = min{o.9995<?*,/?} (3.50) 
where 
i-jmin,—<—,min——, min ,—— r ,  mm ^ 
| <0 |As;y H <0 Ashj <0 |A;r/y. | Kkh <01A Khj | |j 
(3.51) 
p is the predefined step length for one iteration. 
Because of this feature, the logarithmic barrier functions are continuous and 
differentiable. 
3.4.2.2 The Stopping Criterion and the Degree of Accuracy 
The iteration procedures are terminated as the relative complementary gap is 
sufficiently small. 
The degree of accuracy of the final solution is on the order of the user defined 
parameters. 
3.4.2.3 The Choice of the Starting Point and the Application ofSparsity Techniques 
The initial point needs to meet the nonnegativity conditions. In the implementation, 
the initial state vector x can either be chosen as a flat start or from the actual solution of 
g(x) = 0. The slack variables can be chosen arbitrarily within their bounds. As for the dual 
variables, a flat start is enough for general convex problems. A better method to determine 
the initial values of dual variables can be found in [79]. 
In the above algorithm, the major computational effort is solving the equations 
formed by the first derivative of KKT conditions (3.45). Since they are sparse systems, the 
sparse techniques are used to save memory spaces and to improve speed. 
3.5 Concluding Remarks 
To identify, trace, and optimize power system voltage and oscillatory stability 
margins, a proper representation of system dynamics is needed. The dynamic model 
gap <£ (3.52) 
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introduced in section 3.2 provides enough details for power system voltage and oscillatory 
stability study. This model will be applied throughout the work presented in the dissertation. 
The margin tracing capability of the MET algorithm and optimization mechanism 
provided by the OPF is both important for the ISO and power companies to assess the 
operating conditions and also to make control decisions. The combination of MBT and OPF 
into a general framework will generate more useful information for the ISO and power 
companies as a reference for different economic/control strategies. 
VA 
Figure 3.4 Conceptual Diagram of Optimal Margin Boundary Tracing 
Figure 3.4 shows the conceptual diagram for optimal margin boundary tracing. At the 
base case with control scenario Uo, the system margin is juQ. By applying different control 
scenarios Ui, U2 and (/?, we are able to achieve the same stability margin //,. MBT will be 
able to trace the stability margin for each control scenario. Among these scenarios, one 
scenario will be considered as optimal (shown as Uj in Figure 3.4) in a cost sense. Optimal 
margin boundary tracing will be able to trace the stability margin from the base case margin 
point to the margin point for the optimal control scenario directly. This framework will be 
fully discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 INTERIOR POINT BASED OPTIMAL MARGIN 
BOUNDARY TRACING 
4.1 Introduction 
The interior-point-based optimal margin boundary tracing (IP-OMBT) presented in 
this dissertation provides an optimal control cost structure for specified voltage and 
oscillatory stability margin requirements. IP-OMBT is based on CPF and primal-dual interior 
point algorithms. With the introduction of slack variables and a logarithmic barrier function, 
the equality and inequality constraints can be considered simultaneously in the optimization 
problem so that it can be solved efficiently. IP-OMBT can generate a set of optimal control 
configurations to minimize the control cost with given control parameters corresponding to 
the specific margin level that can be realized. The maximum stability margin that can be 
reached by any specified controls or control combinations can also be determined by IP-
OMBT while control costs are simultaneously minimized. From the first stability margin 
boundary point to the maximum margin boundary point, a series of margin levels with 
corresponding minimal control cost structure are generated. This information can help to 
determine the best margin level improvement with respect to the control costs. 
Section 4.2 introduces the general cost based maximum loadability problem as well 
as the formulation of optimal margin boundary tracing. The load scenario for the optimal 
formulation is defined in section 4.3. Various controls and constraints are discussed in 
section 4.4. The formulation of these controls and constraints is included in IP-OMBT. To 
characterize the optimal margin boundary for voltage and oscillatory stability, new cut 
functions are presented in section 4.5 and 4.6. Section 4.7 describes the tracing procedure of 
IP-OMBT. Furthermore, some implementation issues are addressed in section 4.8. 
Simulation results based on New England 39-bus system are presented in section 4.9 to 
demonstrate the IP-OMBT approach. Conclusions are given in section 4.10. 
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4.2 Problem Formulation 
4.2.1 Cost Based Maximum Loadability Problem 
How to calculate the maximum loadability is a traditional problem which has 
received more attention recently due to the power industry restructuring. Generally there are 
two different ways to study this problem. One way is to calculate stability indices by 
assuming certain generation and load increase scenarios. The continuation power flow is the 
most successful tool to accomplish the above task. A second way is to formulate the 
maximum loadability problem as an optimal power flow problem. The OPF formulation 
emphasizes the optimal adjustment of generation and load under constraints. Recently, the 
two approaches mentioned above were merged into the unified direct interior point algorithm 
[35-37]. 
In the common OPF formulation for maximum loadability, the objective of the 
problem is to determine the maximum load increase in a power system (either total system 
load, or the load in a specified area of the system, or the load at a particular bus or set of 
buses). Linear programming or sequential linear programming is normally used to solve the 
optimization problem [38-40]. With the linear formulation of the optimization problem, the 
power flow equations are largely simplified so that the voltage/oscillatory stability problem is 
hard to identify. With the recently introduced interior point algorithm, the maximum 
loadability can be formulated as a static nonlinear optimization problem [37]. The maximum 
loadability problem is parameterized by a scalar load parameter corresponding to the certain 
load increase scenario. By this parameterization, the extended power flow formulation 
assures the solvability at any point in the feasible region. 
The common OPF formulation can provide maximum loadability or margin 
information under various constraints. However, the cost issue is not considered. To provide 
enough information for optimal preventive/corrective control strategies, the economic aspect 
of the power system should be included in the OPF formulation. 
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A general way to consider the cost issue in a maximum loadability calculation is to 
change the objective function to represent the corresponding cost. In Wang and Ejebe's paper 
[36], the interior point algorithm is applied on the preventive/corrective control for voltage 
stability. The control costs are selected as the objective function to be minimized. The 
voltage stability margin limits are represented as inequality constraints along with other 
normal physical constraints. This paper provides an interesting way to consider both security 
and economic aspects in voltage stability problem, but the voltage stability margin constraint 
is too simple to be considered as the real security margin. 
In Almeida and Salgado's paper [34], an improved parametric OPF that combines the 
continuation method and the primal-dual interior point method is presented to solve a 
sequence of OPF solutions under various load conditions. The paper calculates a sequence of 
OPF solutions along a specific load increase pattern and stops at the maximum loadability 
point. The maximum loadability is indirectly obtained from the feasibility boundary. The 
objective function can represent generation cost, transmission loss, voltage deviation from a 
specified voltage level or any combination of these three indices. It does not have the 
capability of further extending the load margin to a higher level. Repeated calculation for the 
whole sequence cannot be avoided whenever a contingency or disturbance occurs at the base 
case. 
Current research on the maximum loadability problem focuses on system physical 
constraints such as thermal limits and bus voltage limits. Some papers take into accounts the 
voltage stability limit in an implicit way [34] [36]. The maximum loadability problem can be 
further expanded to various other security margin problems. For example, with the 
appropriate identification technique, the oscillatory stability constraints can be taken into 
account to determine the system maximum loadability. Furthermore, an optimal 
preventive/corrective control strategy to increase the security margin is always needed by the 
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system operators. Optimal margin boundary tracing is then introduced to characterize the 
optimal control cost structure for specified stability margin requirements. 
4.2.2 General Formulation of Optimal Margin Boundary Tracing 
The cost-sensitive optimal control of specified load levels can be formulated as the 
solution of the following optimization problem naturally parameterized by the load level 
parameter jx. 
For a sequence of specified load levels fi, 
// represents the system load level in percentage; 
X contains all the system state variables; 
Y contains all the systems algebraic variables; 
U is the set of selected control variables from the most effective controls such as real 
power generation rescheduling, shunt capacitance, reactive power compensation and load 
shedding; 
f (U)  is the cost function representing the total control cost to be minimized. The 
fixed and variable operating and maintenance cost for control devices can be used to define 
the cost function. Linear or nonlinear models can be adopted according to the degree of 
problem simplicity. 
(4.2) is based on an equilibrium formulation of the power system DAE model; 
h(X ,Y , ju ,U)  represents all the constraints that affect the system stability margin, i.e., 
system thermal limits, low voltage limits and control devices minimum and maximum limits. 
min f (U)  (4.1) 
subject to 
(4.3) 
(4.2) 
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The modeling of the load scenario will be given in section 4.3 and the modeling of 
the control variables constraints will be given in section 4.4. 
The above formulation is well established in the literature as an optimal power flow 
[45-48]. However our aim is to trace the voltage stability/oscillatory stability related margin 
boundaries that satisfy the optimal conditions defined in our problem simultaneously. This 
will indirectly provide the minimal control cost structure for given margin requirements. 
4.3 Scenario Setting for Load and Generation 
Based on the loading scenario, the loading parameter space could be unified by a 
scalar fx to characterize the system loading pattern. 
where Puo and Qli0 represent the initial loading conditions at base case where fj. is assumed 
to be zero. KLlpi and KLlqj indicates the rate of load change at bus i as /u changes. 
Correspondingly, a specified generation scenario is given as follows, 
where Pgi0 is the active generation at bus i in the base case and KLgl is the generator load 
pick-up factor that could be determined by AGC, EDC or other system operation practice. 
4.4 Constraints Formulation 
4.4.1 Real Power Generation Rescheduling 
Real power generation rescheduling is widely used in power systems to mitigate 
system stressed conditions and maintain system stability. It has a direct effect on system load 
margin. Generation limits are included. 
In general, Pgi nin = 0 and Pgi max is determined by the governor output limit jui Tmx 
which is automatically included in DAE model. 
(4.4) 
Pgi ~ (1 + KLgifi)Pgi0 (4.5) 
p < p < p 
gi,min — rgi — rgi. (4.6) 
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4.4.2 Shunt Capacitance and Reactive Power Compensation 
Adding shunt capacitance to the system can increase the system available transfer 
capability (ATC), provide reactive support and thus increase system load margin. There are 
also some other reactive power compensation schemes in the power system. All of these 
control actions can be grouped into voltage and reactive power rescheduling. The constraints 
of this type of control are: 
Qri,min and <2n max are determined by the device capability. 
4.4.3 Load Shedding 
Load shedding is effective for power system preventive and corrective control. Since 
in this case the load is the control variable, it indirectly affects the parameter fi which 
decides the scenario for the system. We need to adjust the value of fi during load shedding. 
The constraints of load shedding schemes are: 
Generally PishedMa = 0 and Pishedmax = Pu, and the user's demand of the load will be 
reflected in the cost function. For example, the cost of load shedding to a non-interruptible 
load may be set to infinity. 
4.4.4 AVR Set Point Adjustment 
This type of control is used in the Secondary Voltage Control (SVC) scheme in many 
European countries [80-83]. The reactive power output of a generator is dependent on its 
terminal voltage, which is controlled by the generator AVR. Hence, under normal conditions, 
the generator reactive power output can be adjusted by regulating the AVR reference voltage. 
The constraints of Vref control are: 
(4.7) 
ished, max (4.8) 
(4.9) 
Vinf.min Virefirmx can be individually determined on each AVR. 
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There are also other power system constraints such as generator field and armature 
current limits. Under certain conditions [43], these constraints can be included in OMBT 
without much difficulty. 
4.5 Characterization of Optimal Voltage Stability Margin Boundary 
Margin boundary forms a multi-dimensional, implicitly defined manifold in multi-
control parameter space. Specific local parameterization needs to be constructed to trace a 
certain sub-manifold containing special properties. The optimal control configuration for a 
given load margin is of special interest on the margin boundary manifold. That sub-manifold 
is called the optimal margin manifold. The optimal margin boundary manifold could be 
traced by a continuation-based equilibrium tracing program coupling with the Interior Point 
algorithm that is used to characterize the optimality of the problem. 
The application of the Interior Point algorithms to solve the above problem consists 
basically of: a) converting the inequality constraints into equality constraints, through 
nonnegative slack variables; and b) adding a logarithmic barrier function to the objective 
function, to preserve the nonnegativity condition of the slack variables. The modified 
parameterized nonlinear optimization problem is: 
min F(U,  s t , s h )  =  f (U ) - /r(ln sz + In s u  ) (4.10) 
(4.i I» 
_G(X,Y,FL,U)[J 
h(X ,Y , jU ,U) - s l -h l  = 0 (4.12) 
h(X ,Y , { i ,U)  +  s h -h h = 0 (4.13) 
To solve the nonlinear optimization problem defined above, the Lagrangian is derived 
as follows: 
Z* -A,) ^ 
+7UTh (h(X,Y,jU,U) + sh —hh)—7t(\nsl +lnsA) 
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where \AF ATG 7TJ K\ J is the multiplier vector for the constraints. 
The first order K-T optimality conditions are: 
Lu = f u +  ATFFU + ATGGu + (< + K[ )hv = 0 (4.15) 
LX = ATFFX + AGGx + (< + < )hx = 0 (4.16) 
LY = ATFFY + ATGGy + (TTJ +TTI)hY - 0 (4.17) 
LSi = -JC] -[5,]"'it = 0 => S, • Jt] + 7T-e = 0 (4.18) 
LSh = 7TTh - [Sh]~l7T = 0=> Sh -n;Th -n-e = 0 (4.19) 
h(X ,Y , ju ,U) - s l -h l = 0 (4.20) 
h(X ,Y , f i ,U)  +  s h -h h = 0 (4.21) 
[F(X,W)1 = 0 
On our optimal margin boundary tracing curve, each solution point should always be 
the system bifurcation point for the specific load level and control configuration set {//,(/}. 
The following equations must be satisfied to meet the above requirement: 
a 
u x  .1 3 (4.23) 
ux ,1 . 
'J 
is the right eigenvector associated with zero eigenvalue of the system full 
Jacobian with the specific •{//,(/} configuration. 
We define the combination of (4.15)-(4.19) and (4.23) as the cut set functions C"B' 
for our problem. 
c°bt = ^  
f u  +  F u  + ^QGU +( i ï j  + / r l  )K  - 0  
ATFFX + AGGx+ (7tJ + ti\ )hx = 0 
ATFFY + AGGy + (TCJ + KTh )hY = 0 
S ,  - tuJ +  7T-e -  0  (4.24) 
S h  •7T h  -7T-e  =  0  
4,1 "»x,l 
Px  Gy\  LUY \  
= 0 
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The cut function set Cobt for Saddle Node bifurcation coupled with equations (4.20)-
(4.22) characterizes the optimal control configuration on the margin boundary manifold: 
F(X,y,//,[/) 1 
G(x,y,//,c/) 
//(x,y,/z,(/,5z,5A) 
c obt 
= 0 (4.25) 
J 
Here H(X,Y , ju ,U , s t , s h )  includes equation (4.20) and (4.21). 
4.6 Characterization of the Optimal Oscillatory Stability Margin 
Boundary 
Oscillatory stability is related to Hopf bifurcation [84]. Reference [43] provided a 
continuation method to trace the margin boundary for oscillatory stability. Equation (3.30) or 
(3.31) could be used to identify the Hopf margin. To get the exact Hopf bifurcation margin 
boundary, (3.31) is used here to define the cut function for margin boundary tracing. 
On our optimal oscillatory stability margin boundary tracing curve, each solution 
point should always be the system Hopf bifurcation point for the specific load level and 
control configuration set {//,(/}. The following equations are needed to satisfy the above 
requirement [84]: 
Fx u  +  FyV — Au  
GxU + GyV = 0 
For the complex A , u  and v , 
A - r  +  j s ;  r , s e  R  
u=u R  + ju ,  ;  \ u R ,U j& R n  
v  
=  
v r +  > / S  \ v R > v I  e  R m  
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
where r  and s  are two real numbers, and u R ,  u , ,  v R  and v ,  are real vectors. Equation 
(4.26) can be rewritten for the case of Hopf bifurcation, i.e., r  = 0. 
FxUr +FyVr + su, =0 
Fxu, +FYv, —suR =0 
G xUr+G yVR =0 
= 0  
(4.28) 
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In equation (4.28), there are 2(m+n)+l variables, 2(m+n) equations. That means we 
can choose one component from vector u and v arbitrarily: 
u R ( i )  = 1 (4.29) 
With one more equation, (4.28) and (4.29) together accurately defines the oscillatory 
stability margin. Coupled with equations (4.15)-(4.19), the new cut function for the optimal 
oscillatory stability margin boundary is defined as: 
fu + K Fu + %GGU + + ft], )K = 0 
iïFFx + ArGGx +(TTJ +7TTh)h.x =0 
AjpFy + AçGy + (TTJ + 7vjt )hy = 0 
s, -7 r j  - \ -K-e -  0 
\ _ .V « (4.30) lobt 
{ 
FxUr + FY v R  + su ,  =0 
Fxu, + FyV, - suR = 0 
Gx uR + GYVR =  ® 
Gxu, +GYv, =0 
1 t R( i )  
The cut function set Cobt for Hopf bifurcation coupled with equations (4.20)-(4.22) 
characterizes the optimal control configuration on the margin boundary manifold: 
F(X,y,//,[/) 1 
G(%,y,//,[/) 
# ( % , y , a ,  
c obt 
= 0 (4.31) 
J 
Here H{X,Y , jX ,U, s t , s h )  includes equation (4.20) and (4.21). 
4.7 Optimal Margin Boundary Tracing with Continuation Method 
Before tracing for the optimal margin control submanifold on the power system 
equilibrium manifold, the initial margin is achieved by the equilibrium tracing program 
(EQTP) under U0. U0 is optimal for this margin and could be used as the initial point of 
optimal margin control submanifold. The following methodology is proposed to further trace 
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for the optimal control to extend the margin by solving the nonlinear equations (4.25) and 
(4.31) continuously. 
At the saddle node/Hopf bifurcation point on the optimal margin boundary manifold, 
the cut set function is satisfied. It guarantees the optimality of the control configurations as 
well as the voltage/oscillatory stability bifurcation point. It can then be differentiated to trace 
the saddle node and Hopf bifurcation related optimal margin boundary. 
At the boundary predictor stage, the tangent vector for equations (4.25)7(4.31) is 
calculated. It locally approximates the margin boundary manifold. The total augmented 
equations for optimal voltage stability margin boundary tracing are: 
Fx  Fy  F„ F v  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
G x  Gy G ,  G v  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H x  Hy H« H s k  0 0 0 0 0 0 • jr^obt 
VX 
j^obt 
w 
fobt 
ek 
s-iobt 
V£/ 
ft obt 
S i  
f-iobt r-iobt 
^4 
s-iobt f^obt 
*7 
fobt fob t  
u x  
s~iobt 
U y  
J 
-<M,r 
dY  
du  
dU 
ds, 
dx, 
dUy J 
" 0 1  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
± 1J 
The optimality tangent vector is defined as: 
t"p' = \dX dY d(i dU dst dsh dlF dAc d7it dnh dux duY] 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
Then the predicted optimal voltage stability margin control solution is obtained by: 
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X T+1 ' x T "dor 
Y Y  dY  
M M djl 
U  U dU 
s i  s i  ds. 
s h  s h  + s -
4 4 dÂF 
4 4 
7t, K ,  dn, 
u x  u x  dux 
Uy J Uy J duY 
1 opt 
(4.34) 
J 
The optimality corrector brings the optimality margin control solution back to the 
saddle node bifurcation related optimal margin boundary manifold. 
AX] 
AY 
AM 
AU 
As, 
As, 
F x  Fy  F„ F v  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
G x  Gy G ,  Gy  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H x  Hy Hu  H« 0 0 0 0 0 0 # 
s-* obt fob t  W f ob i  fiobt *-{/ f ob t  s l  ^ obt s  h  ft obt ^4 ^<obt fi obt V*z flobt f obt u x  fiobt Ur  
J 
AAC 
An, 
Anh 
Aux 
AU y  
F1 
G 
H 
C 
0  
(4.35) 
Here: 
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C = S t  -n ,  +?r -e  
F x  •  U X  + F y  -u Y  
(4.36) 
X * U X ~i~ Gj/ * U y  J 
The nonlinear Primal-Dual version of the Interior Point algorithm solves (4.35) 
iteratively for decreasing values of the barrier parameter 7t. Thus, when k —> 0 the solution 
on the optimal margin boundary is obtained. 
By replacing the SNB identification variables [ux uy ]r with the Hopf bifurcation 
identification variables [uR u, vR v, s]r and changing to the corresponding cut 
function, the above tracing procedure can also be applied to optimal oscillatory stability 
margin boundary tracing. 
The flowchart of the IP-OMBT tracing procedure is shown in Figure 4.1. The 
procedure can be divided into three stages: 
1. Data Input. At this stage, the available control resources, load/generation increase 
scenarios and concerned system contingencies or disturbances are predefined as the 
data input. We can either define an expected load margin level for IP-OMBT or let 
IP-OMBT trace until the largest feasible margin is achieved. 
2. Tracing Procedure. At this stage, with all the data input, IP-OMBT will trace along 
the specific security margin boundary until the stop criteria is met as we see in the 
flow chart. 
3. Output. At each margin boundary point achieved by IP-OMBT, the optimal control 
strategies for this specific margin level can be obtained. In addition, at each voltage 
stability boundary point, the margin sensitivity information can be derived from the 
minimum eigenvalue and its corresponding left and right eigenvector. 
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Figure 4.1 Flowchart of IP-OMBT 
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4.8 Implementation Issues 
Several implementation issues in the proposed algorithm will be discussed in the 
following subsections. 
4.8.1 Reduced Implementation for Usual Control Studies 
Through the augmentation of the optimal conditions and the bifurcation conditions, 
the above IP-OMBT has the capability to reach the system stability limit in terms of both the 
load parameter and control parameters. 
Since control parameters are practically adjustable within a certain range, the extreme 
condition of both the load parameter and control parameters reaching their limit is not usually 
encountered during the optimal margin boundary tracing. Thus a reduced implementation can 
be easily employed to effectively trace the system optimal stability margin boundary. The 
reduced implementation achieves the same goal with less computational effort and the same 
accuracy as in usual control studies. 
The procedures of the reduced method are as follows: 
1. Find the initial SNB/Hopf point. Use EQTP and bifurcation identification 
conditions to trace to the first SNB/Hopf point. Assume the initial margin boundary 
point with load margin //0 under the base control set U0 is obtained. 
2. Formulate the equations for IP optimization. Set the new margin to be optimized 
as fii, the SNB/Hopf point obtained in the previous step. The optimal conditions 
(4.15)-(4.19) are derived by applying the IP algorithm. The optimal conditions (4.15)-
(4.19) coupled with the equations for control constraints (4.20)-(4.21) and the original 
system DAE equations (4.22) comprise the new set of equations to be solved in the 
next step. 
3. Find the next optimal solution by IP optimization. Using the EQTP solution at the 
previous SNB point as the initial point; apply the IP algorithm to get the optimal 
solution until the logarithmic parameter n decreases to 0. The solution will be used 
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as the new initial point in the next step. Assume the control set for current load level 
//, is Ui in the new solution. 
4. Trace to the next SNB/Hopf point by EQTP. Trace the real system stability margin 
corresponding to the control set £/,. Use EQTP and bifurcation identification 
conditions (4.23)/(4.28) to trace to the new SNB/Hopf point under control set t/, from 
the new initial point derived in the previous step. Assume the real margin for control 
set Ui is //,. 
5. Compare the SNB/Hopf point and the optimal solution point. Compare //, with 
jUj. If the error is less than the predefined tolerance, (/, is the optimal control solution 
for set margin //,, go to step 6. If not, //. remaining unchanged, use the solution at 
step 4 as the initial condition and go to step 2. 
6. Proceed to the next expected margin. Increase the expected margin to juM using 
the solution at step 4 as the initial condition, go to step 2. The procedure stops 
whenever sufficient margin is reached or all controls hit their limits. 
IP optimization 
Optimal margin boundary 
EQTP tracing 
P 
Figure 4.2 The reduced implementation of IP-OMBT 
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Figure 4.2 shows the graphie representation of the above implementation in SNB 
form. 
4.8.2 Efficiency of the Proposed Algorithm 
Equations (4.32) and (4.35) are large linear systems. Both of them use the same 
Jacobian derived by the system DAE model and KKT conditions from the Interior Point 
algorithm. Although the dimension of the Jacobian has been increased due to the introduction 
of the slack variables, the sparse property of the Jacobian has not been changed. Sparsity 
techniques can be adopted here to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. 
In the reduced IP-OMBT implementation, the bifurcation condition (4.23)/(4.28) is 
separated from equation (4.32) and (4.35). 
Assume there are m state variables, n  algebraic variables, u  control variables and r  
c o n s t r a i n t s  i n  t h e  s y s t e m ,  g e n e r a l l y  m & n » u & r .  
In the SNB case, the dimension of the augmented system equation (4.32) and (4.35) is 
3(m + rt) + 4r + M + l. In the reduced implementation, the dimension of the Jacobian matrix 
decreases to 2(m + n) + 4r + u + l for the optimization step and (m + n) +1 for the EQTP 
tracing step, which is approximately 2/3 or 1/3, respectively, of the original formulation. 
In the Hopf case, the dimension of the augmented system equations (4.32) and (4.35) 
is 4(m + n) + 4r + u + 2 . In the reduced implementation, the dimension of the Jacobian 
matrix decreases to 2(m + n) + Ar + u + \ for the optimization step and 2(m + n) +1 for the 
EQTP tracing step, each of which is about half as much as that of the original formulation.. 
Although more iterations are needed in the reduced implementation to get the next 
optimal solution, the dimension of the Jacobian matrix is greatly reduced due to the 
separation of bifurcation conditions and optimal conditions. In practice, since the initial 
solution for EQTP tracing is very close to optimal margin boundary, it usually takes no more 
than 3 iterations to achieve the optimal solution. 
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4.8.3 Choosing the Continuation Parameter 
Under normal or light loading conditions, the load parameter fJL is probably the best 
choice for the continuation parameter, but once the load has been increased and the solution 
path approaches the critical point, // would be a poor choice since it may change only a 
small amount compared to the other state variables. In the proposed approach, the choice of 
continuation parameter is re-evaluated at each step. 
M = maxj4|f2|,...,|rm+n+1|} (4.37) 
That is, select the variable with the largest rate of change from m state variables X,  n  
voltage and angle variables Y and 1 load parameter ji. Then the difficulty of transverse on 
the power system optimal margin boundary manifold at the largest feasible load margin 
condition could be avoided. The above method may also be used in the EQTP tracing 
procedure to find the exact system SNB/Hopf point. 
4.8.4 Choosing Step Size 
By applying the IP algorithm, the maximum step lengths are chosen to preserve the 
feasibility of all problem variables. 
f j. j . |1 
as = min<j min—— ,min——} (4.38) 
\^Asu<o Aszy Ashj Ij 
an = min^ min ,—^-r, min -,—W)» (4.39) 
||A*/,<0 |a^.| |A^.||j 
S  = , a K , p} (4.40) 
p  is the predefined step length for one iteration, j  is the number of inequality 
constraints. In IP-OMBT practice, P/  , instead of p  is predefined as a constant so that we 
/ nl 
only need to compare the value of as, an with the constant value P/ , to determine the 
/ K* 
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step length applied to each iteration. The same logic holds true in the EP optimization 
procedure of the reduced implementation. 
4.9 Numerical Results 
IP-OMBT for optimal voltage/oscillatory stability margin boundary tracing has been 
demonstrated on the New-England 39-bus system. EQTP is applied to obtain the base case 
boundary point corresponding to the saddle node and Hopf bifurcation. The following 
conditions are assumed throughout all the simulations: 
• Constant power load models are used. Load margin percentage is based on the original 
base case total system load. 
• The maximum real power limit, the field current limit, and the armature current limit 
are considered for each generator. 
• The generator terminal voltage cannot be higher than 1.1 p.u. when its secondary 
voltage control is applied to increase system stability margin. 
• The loading scenario is defined such that all the loads are increased with constant 
power factor, and all the generators participate in the load pick-up at the same rate. 
• A linear cost function f ( U )  =  W T U  is assumed. The unity vector W T  is applied to 
make all control variables equally weighted. An initial control configuration U0 with 
all controls set to 0 is defined as the optimal control configuration for the base case. 
At the base case, the total system power generation is 6182.98MW and the total load 
demand is 6141.30MW. At the first SNB bifurcation point, the total system power generation 
is 7567.04MW and the total load demand is 7496.87MW, the corresponding margin 
percentage is 21.98%. At the first Hopf bifurcation point, the total system power generation 
is 7207.37MW and the total load demand is 7146.77MW, the corresponding margin 
percentage is 16.37%. The base case information is described in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Base case information for New England 39 bus system 
Base Case First SNB point First Hopf bifurcation point 
Load (MW) 6141.30(100%) 7496.87(121.98%) 7146.77(116.37%) 
Generation(MW) 6182.98 7567.04 7207.37 
From the first SNB/Hopf point, different control schemes are applied to improve the 
system voltage stability margin. The following control cases are studied using the interior 
point based optimal margin boundary tracing method. 
4.9.1 Saddle Node Bifurcation Related Optimal Margin Boundary Tracing 
4.9.1.1 Emergency Load Shedding 
The loads at buses 4, 7, 8 are chosen for load shedding in order to maintain a certain 
margin. These three buses have the largest effect on the system load margin according to the 
margin sensitivity information derived at the base case boundary point. Part of the 
information is shown in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 Margin sensitivity information of load shedding at the base case boundary point 
Rank# Bus# Sensitivity Norm. Sensitivity 
1 8 -1.022 -1 
2 4 -0.9947 -0.9732 
3 7 -0.9943 -0.9729 
4 3 -0.9680 -0.9472 
5 18 -0.9495 -0.9291 
6 39 -0.9443 -0.9239 
Figure 4.3 provides information related to an optimal load shedding scheme for a 
given voltage stability margin. With IP-OMBT applied on this case, 40.5% of margin level 
has been reached. 
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Figure 4.3 Margin boundary optimization by load shedding 
Table 4.3 Margin sensitivity changes along the voltage stability margin boundary (load shedding scheme) 
Margin 
percentage 
0.22 0.25 0.30 0.36 0.40 
Bus 4 
sensitivity 
-0.9947 -1.003 -0.9271 -0.7839 -0.6590 
Bus 7 
sensitivity 
-0.9943 -0.9755 -0.8909 -0.7527 -0.5272 
Bus 8 
sensitivity 
-1.022 -1.008 -0.9200 -0.7771 -0.5658 
Table 4.3 shows the margin sensitivity changes along the voltage stability margin 
boundary. Here a negative sign indicates an increase in load resulting in a decrease in 
margin. With the margin level approaching the largest feasible boundary, the magnitudes of 
margin sensitivities at those three load-shedding buses are decreasing. That means the 
effectiveness of load shedding is dropping along the increasing margin level. The most 
load shedding at bus 4 
—load shedding at bus 7 
—e- load shedding at bus 8 
total load shedding by IP-OMBT 
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effective load-shedding bus is also changing along the tracing procedure. At the starting 
point—22% margin level, the most effective bus is bus 8, while at 30% level it moves to bus 
4. At margin level 40%, buses 4 and 8 have already exhausted their load shedding capacities. 
Although bus 7 has the smallest sensitivity magnitude, it's the only one which can contribute 
to the margin increase. 
4.9.1.2 Reactive Power Support 
Based on margin sensitivity, three capacitor locations are chosen at buses 6, 10 and 
11 for margin improvement. The upper limit at bus 6 is 1000 MVAr while 200 MVAr limit is 
considered at bus 10 and 11. Simulation results obtained from IP-OMBT are demonstrated in 
Figure 4.4. 
1400 
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Figure 4.4 Margin boundary optimization by adding shunt capacitance 
From Figure 4.4 we can easily see that there is significant nonlinear!ty involved in the 
shunt capacitance control scheme. The maximum margin level of 31.5% is achieved without 
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considering the bus voltage limit. If the 1.1 p.u. bus voltage upper limit is considered during 
the tracing procedure, the highest possible margin level that can be reached is 29.5%. On the 
other hand, the effect of the shunt capacitance control is decreased dramatically after the 
29.5% margin level. Beyond this margin level, to get an additional 2.0% margin we need an 
increase of 650MVAr. 
The margin sensitivity information showed in Table 4.4 is derived at the base case 
boundary point. Buses 6, 10, and 11 are among the most effective buses for adding shunt 
capacitances. 
The margin sensitivity changes along the security margin boundary are presented in 
Table 4.5. According to this table bus 10 is the most effective and bus 6 is least 
effective location. This is reflected in the optimal trajectory of Figure 4.4. 
Table 4.4 Margin sensitivity information of adding shunt capacitance at the base case boundary point 
Rank# Bus# Sensitivity Norm. Sensitivity 
1 31 1.559 1 
2 32 1.339 0.8586 
3 10 1.214 0.7785 
4 11 1.204 0.7723 
5 12 1.193 0.7650 
6 6 1.187 0.7612 
Table 4.5 Margin sensitivity changes along the voltage stability margin boundary (adding shunt capacitance) 
Margin percentage 0.22 0.245 0.265 0.31 
Bus 6 sensitivity 1.187 1.215 1.198 1.540 
Bus 10 sensitivity 1.214 1.264 1.268 1.589 
Bus 11 sensitivity 1.204 1.246 1.256 1.588 
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4.9.1.3 Generator AVR Set Point Control 
AVR set point control can only be applied on the generators which didn't hit the V r  
limit. At the critical point of our base case, the AVR output of generators at buses 30, 31, 32, 
35 have already hit the limits, so we only consider AVR set point control at buses 33, 34, 36, 
37, 38, and 39. 
Table 4.6 Margin sensitivity information of change at the base case boundary point 
Rank# Bus# Sensitivity Norm. Sensitivity 
1 39 23.42 1 
2 36 13.35 0.5701 
3 33 13.21 0.5641 
4 37 11.39 0.4866 
5 38 8.525 0.3641 
6 34 6.102 0.2606 
7 30 0 0 
8 31 0 0 
9 32 0 0 
10 35 0 0 
Table 4.6 shows that the margin sensitivity at generators 30, 31, 32, 35 are equal to 0 
at the base case critical point. The zero value indicates that either the generator is hitting the 
terminal voltage limit or is reaching the AVR set point limit. 
The largest adjustable Vref change at each generator is set as 0.15 p.u.. Figure 4.5 
shows the simulation result of system voltage stability margin improvement by generator 
AVR set point adjustments. 
From Figure 4.5 we can see that the generator AVR control scheme shows higher 
nonlinearity during the tracing procedure. Several generators hit their terminal voltage limits 
before they reach the AVR set point adjustment limits. 
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The most effective generators and their margin sensitivity information along the 
security margin boundary are presented in Table 4.7. 
After margin level 26%, all but generator 38 are hitting limits. Generator 38 also hits 
the limit at a 1% higher margin level of 27%. 
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Figure 4.5 Margin boundary optimization by generator AVR set point adjustments 
Table 4.7 The most effective generators and their margin sensitivities along the voltage stability margin 
boundary (AVR control scheme) 
Margin percentage 0.22 0.24 0.25 
Rank #1 39/23.42 39/13.43 36/13.73 
Rank #2 36/13.35 36/8.247 33/13.69 
Rank #3 33/13.21 33/7.937 37/13.38 
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4.9.1.4 Comparison among Different Control Schemes 
The above three cases consider one control category at a time to improve the stability 
margin. To compare different control schemes, we need to first coordinate the control costs 
for different schemes. Assume the control costs for shedding 100 MW load, adding 100 
MVAr shunt capacitance and increasing the AVR set point by 0.1 p.u. are all set to 1. A new 
combined control scheme that includes all the above three control categories is simulated. 
Figure 4.6 shows the control cost versus voltage stability margin improvement of all four 
control schemes. 
For the above defined cost structure, with individual controls Vref, shunt capacitance 
and load shedding we obtain 27%, 31.5% and 41% margins respectively, while the combined 
scheme can improve the system voltage stability margin up to 50%, which is beyond all three 
individual schemes' capability. The combined control scheme also provides the lowest cost 
to reach the same voltage stability margin as reached by three other control schemes. 
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Figure 4.6 The cost comparison to improve system security margin by different control schemes 
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4.9.2 Hopf Bifurcation Related Optimal Margin Boundary Tracing 
4.9.2.1 Generator Ka Adjustment 
A fast, high gain AVR can introduce negative damping to electromechanical 
oscillations. In such a case, the adjustments of parameter Ka—gain of AVR system of each 
generator—are applied to improve the system oscillatory stability margin. The Ka adjustment 
limits are assumed 10 on all generators. The simulation result in Figure 4.7 shows that the 
oscillatory stability margin boundary is very sensitive to the Ka adjustment. The Hopf 
bifurcation is encountered up to a margin level of 25% (refers to 8%/520MW margin 
improvement from the base case 16.5%/1005MW margin reserve). The Hopf bifurcation 
disappears above this level. The simulation result also gives important information on how to 
adjust the Ka value to reach specific oscillatory stability margin, which is not easy to obtain 
by simply increasing or decreasing the Ka value on all generators. 
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Table 4.8 and 4.9 show the margin effect of increasing Ka at single generator. From 
the table we can see that not every Ka increase will increase the system oscillatory stability 
margin. Instead, a Ka increase on some generators will decrease the oscillatory stability 
margin. 
Table 4.8 Oscillatory margin boundary change by single generator Ka adjustment (positive change) 
Positive effect Gen. 31 Gen. 32 Gen. 33 Gen. 34 Gen. 36 Gen. 38 
10% Ka increase +0.0039 +0.0030 +0.0029 +0.0005 +0.0031 +0.0053 
20% Ka increase +0.0242 +0.0138 +0.0135 +0.0152 +0.0108 +0.0185 
Table 4.9 Oscillatory margin boundary change by single generator Ka adjustment (negative change) 
Negative effect Gen. 30 Gen. 35 Gen. 37 Gen. 39 
10% Ka increase -0.0107 -0.0083 -0.0143 -0.0091 
20% Ka increase -0.0191 -0.0328 -0.0301 -0.0184 
4.9.2.2 Generator Vref Adjustment 
A secondary voltage control scheme is widely used in Europe to smooth the system 
voltage profile. By adjusting the reference voltage setting in generator AVR system, this 
method can also affect system oscillatory stability margin as well as voltage stability margin. 
Figure 4.8 shows the margin improvement by Vref adjustment of generator AVR system. The 
Vref adjustment is allowed on all generators but the simulation result shows that only three 
generators can effectively improve the oscillatory stability margin. In other words, IP-OMBT 
can automatically find out the most effective controls from a large possible number of control 
resources. 
From section 4.9.2.1 and 4.9.2.2 we can see that both Ka and Vre{ control are effective 
in improving the oscillatory stability margin. IP-OMBT can additionally provide the exact 
location and amount of control needed to reach any specific margin that can be realized. 
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4.9.2.3 Emergency Load Shedding 
The loads at buses 4, 8, 15 are chosen for emergency load shedding in order to 
maintain a certain margin. The maximum available loads can be shed at each bus are set as 
500MW, 410MW and 320MW for bus 4,8, 15 respectively. 
From Figure 4.9 we can see that load shedding is alternatively executed among three 
buses. The effectiveness of load shedding at each bus is changing along the optimal margin 
boundary. 
4.9.2.4 Emergency Load Shedding after Contingency 
An emergency load shedding scheme after a system contingency is also considered in 
the simulation. The assumed contingency is that the branch from bus 7 to bus 8 is tripped. 
After this contingency, buses 4, 8, and 15 are selected to conduct the emergency load 
shedding. The capacity limits are assumed the same as in simulation case 1. Figure 4.10 
shows the simulation result. 
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After the contingency, the system is already very close to the Hopf bifurcation point 
(only 5% margin reserve at the base case). In this case, the maximum 21% system margin 
can be achieved by shedding the entire load at these three buses. We can also see that the 
effectiveness of load shedding dropped dramatically after an 11.5% margin level. 
Section 4.9.2.3 and 4.9.2.4 describe the same load shedding scheme to improve the 
Hopf bifurcation margin except that case 4 applies the control after a contingency. In Figure 
4.9, after a certain amount of total load shedding (around 600MW), Hopf bifurcation 
disappears; while in Figure 4.10 we can only reach 21% Hopf margin even when all the 
specified control resources are committed. 
4.9.2.5 Reactive Power Compensation 
Here capacitors at buses 6, 10, 11 are utilized as control resources to achieve a given 
margin. Simulation results are presented in Figure 4.11. The upper limit is 200 MVAr for all 
these three buses. 
From Figure 4.11 we can see that the effectiveness of the bus is changing with 
increase in margin level. Bus 11 is the most effective bus up to 21.5% margin level. Bus 6 is 
continuously participating up to a margin level of 25%. Bus 10 remains the least effective 
bus. Beyond 25.5% margin level, the Hopf bifurcation point no longer exists. 
Figure 4.12 shows the voltage profile of the three buses with shunt capacitance 
adding in. From the base case to the largest oscillatory stability margin, their voltages are 
within an acceptable level. 
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4.10 Conclusion 
In this chapter, Interior point based optimal margin boundary tracing (IP-OMBT) is 
formulated to trace the power system optimal margin boundary related to voltage/oscillatory 
stability problems. The IP-OMBT proposed here not only guarantees the solution is optimal 
in a cost sense but also satisfies the actual margin constraint. As expected the optimal 
trajectory is very nonlinear. The methodology can provide answers to the following questions: 
• What is the minimum cost to get a given margin from given control resources? 
• With these given control resources, how far can we increase the margin with 
minimum cost? 
• What is the benefit/cost balance point along the optimal margin boundary? 
As an extension of the POPF, IP-OMBT adopts the explicit voltage stability margin 
constraints into POPF formulation. It is flexible enough to adapt into any POPF and OPF 
application by removing the margin constraints and parameterization parts. 
The new cut function formulation can handle various inequality system constraints 
efficiently and effectively by applying interior point method. A reduced implementation of 
IP-OMBT for usual control studies is proposed and tested on the simulation system without 
compromising the major benefits of the original formulation. 
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CHAPTER 5 DIRECT AVAILABLE TRANSFER CAPABILITY 
TRACING 
5.1 Introduction 
Deregulation in power industries is promoting the open access of all transmission 
networks, a development which could lead to the violation of transfer capability in these 
networks. This has motivated the development of methodologies to evaluate existing power 
transfer capabilities and transmission margins. The term "Available Transfer Capability" 
(ATC)[13] is used to measure the transfer capability remaining in the physical transmission 
network for further commercial activity over already-committed uses. 
Key aspects in calculating ATC are the physical and operational limitations [13, 86] 
of the transmission system, e.g., circuit ratings and bus voltage levels. In addition, as a power 
system becomes more heavily loaded, voltage collapse [5, 87] is more likely to occur. The 
following limits should be considered for ATC evaluation: 
• Thermal overload limits: the maximum amount of electrical current that a 
transmission line or electrical facility can conduct over a specified time period before 
it either sustains permanent damage from overheating or violates public safety 
requirements. 
• Low voltage limits: the transfer that causes at least one bus to decrease to the low 
voltage level stipulated by the operators. 
• Voltage collapse limits: the transfer limit with respect to voltage collapse. 
• Oscillatory stability limits: undamped oscillations will cause the system to lose 
stability and extra transfer capability. 
As described in section 2.2, determination of ATC is essentially determination of 
TTC (Total Transfer Capability), which is the most critical physical or operational limit to 
the networks. TTC on some portions of the transmission network shifts among thermal, 
voltage and stability limits as the network operating conditions change over time. Figure 5.1 
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shows one possible ATC scenario where the low voltage limit is the critical constraint while 
in Figure 5.2 the voltage stability limit is the critical constraint. 
TTC 
ETC, ATC TRM 
1 
Figure 5.1 Illustration of ATC with low voltage limit as the critical constraint 
Figure 5.2 Illustration of ATC with voltage stability limit as the critical constraint 
V, : Low voltage with respect to bus voltage limit; 
Vc  : Critical voltage with respect to voltage collapse point; 
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Pb  : Existing Transmission Commitments (including CBM); 
P, : Low voltage limit; 
P s  : Oscillatory stability limit; 
P t  : Thermal overload limit; 
Pc  : Voltage stability limit; 
TTC : Min(P,P s ,P t ,Pc) 
In this chapter, the margin boundary tracing technique presented in Chapter 3 is 
applied to study the influence of voltage and oscillatory stability on available transfer 
capability. The effects of various controls on system available transfer capability related to 
voltage/oscillatory stability are traced by the Direct ATC Tracing program. 
5.2 Scenario Setting for ATC Tracing 
In order to apply the margin boundary tracing technique to the ATC calculation, we 
need to first specify the transfer in the system. A transfer is specified by changes in power 
injections at buses in the network. 
A point-to-point transfer from generator A to generator B can be specified by the 
following equations: 
T'GA (M) =  AO +  M^GPA^gao (5.1) 
Pgb^M) ~ T'GBO ~M^gpbT>GBO (5.2) 
Where KG P A  and KG P B  are constant distribution factors for generators A and B 
respectively to maintain real power balance, fl can be seen as the ATC level index for this 
single transfer. 
Another way to think about transfers is in terms of changes in exports from areas or 
between areas in the power system. To calculate the ATC for this kind of transfer, the 
participation of each generator in the area has to be specified. The following equations can be 
used to define the above scenario: 
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Pu (M) — P[jo + fXm Pi LPi1  LiO (5.3) 
Qu (M) — Quo + M^LQi QuO (5.4) 
M 
PGi (A) — ^G/0 +  K-GPj  ^  (Pu (M) PliO  ) (5.5) 
i=i 
N 
yi KG P I — i (5.6) 
i=i 
where M refers to the load increase specified in the transfer and N refers to the 
generators participating in the transfer. The distribution factors Km, KLQi, KGPi must be 
carefully determined to correctly represent the specified transfer. 
5.3 Scenario Setting for Simultaneous Multi-area Transactions 
As more numerous and geographically extensive power transactions begin to take 
place concurrently, the problem of determining ATC becomes increasingly complex and 
demands improved tools capable of evaluating the reliability of such a system. 
Figure 5.3 Multi-area transactions 
Figure 5.3 shows a general case of simultaneous multi-area transactions. Suppose 
there are n desired simultaneous transactions in the whole system, each one occurring 
Area 1 
(seller) 
System 
Area 2n-l 
(seller) 
Area 2n 
(buyer) 
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between AREA 2i-l and AREA 2i, where i=l,...,n. Since the 2n areas are interconnected 
within one large system, each will be affected by the performance of the others. 
For the case of multi-area transactions, simply using the strategy provided in section 
5.2 may cause mismatch between the seller's actual generation and the corresponding 
buyer's demand. The following procedure needs to be followed to avoid this problem: 
For each transaction T^.^, assume the demand is P2i-i,2i, Area 2i-l has NG2h 
generation increase buses and Area 2i has NLz, load increase buses. Assume fl is the 
bifurcation parameter related to different transactions: 
NL} 
i=i 
NLi, 
y/V X ( 1 , )  • P(2,) = P t12-à LPj LjO 2/—1,2/ 
7=1 
NLi * 
M2lKlS'-pllo"'= (5.7) 
i= i 
By canceling the common //, we have 
NL} NL2 j 
2) p(2) . . V"1 ^(2') . p(2i) . . V-1 I f  (2n) n(2n) _ p .  .  p .  p /C C\ 
^LPj rLjO Z^i LPj rLj0 Z-l Wn rLjO ~ r \ ,2 r2i-\ ,2i r2n-l,2n \J-°) 
j=1 7=1 7=1 
Equation (5.8) reflects the relationship basically determined by each transaction 
demand. Within each sub-area, the relationship among 's can be generally determined as 
follows: 
V(2i) .  .  „(2i) . . K(2i) _ (20 . . (20 . . (20 /c Q\ 
^LP, 1 LP,j IP,NLu ~~ Ml r1  j  /*/VL2, 
where fit 's are constant coefficients. 
Using equations (5.8) and (5.9), we can obtain the relationship of the load increase 
scenario at each bus in the whole system by arbitrarily setting one of the parameters, say 
KLPJ = 1 • 
The procedure to determine the generation scenario KG P  is similar as above. 
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This methodology is also applicable to more general cases such as multiple 
transactions from one area or load and generation increases in the same area. 
5.4 Control Scenario for ATC Tracing 
By introducing the ATC level parameter into the direct equilibrium tracing program, 
the ATC for the specific transfer may be obtained. However, system variations are not 
considered during the equilibrium tracing procedure. 
In previous research, sensitivity techniques are applied at this point to estimate the 
effect of system variations such as simultaneous transfers, assumed data, and system 
controls. In our algorithm, the effect of system variations can be directly traced by specifying 
certain control scenarios. The parameter space in our DAE model can be seen as the natural 
combination of control parameters U and the ATC level parameter ju. Control parameter 
space can contain many types of control. The following controls will be studied: 
• Load variation; 
• Reactive power support; 
• Generator Ka adjustment; 
• Generator AVR set point control; 
The control parameter space is parameterized by a scalar a to characterize this 
space: 
U i=U i 0+aKC i  (5.10) 
Where U i 0  is the initial configuration of control i .  
Different combinations of control action can be achieved by specifying relative KC i  
values. 
This parameterization leads to two parameter variations: // characterizing the system 
ATC level with respect to a specific transfer and a characterizing a control parameter with 
respect to a specific control scenario. Now the DAE equations of the power system 
equilibrium can be rewritten as follows: 
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0 = F (X ,Y, f£,a) (5.11) 
0 = G(X,Y,/i ,a) (5.12) 
5.5 Direct A TC Tracing 
Based on the cut function presented in [72], if the load condition factor is modified to 
the ATC level factor, the algorithm for Saddle Node and Hopf bifurcation identification 
described in section 3.3 of chapter 3 can be directly applied to the ATC tracing program. 
The direct ATC tracing program is designed to have two options: 
• Voltage stability related (SNB) ATC tracing; 
• Oscillatory stability related (Hopf bifurcation) ATC tracing; 
The following steps are necessary in direct ATC tracing: 
1. Specify a transfer scenario. 
2. Start the Equilibrium Tracing Program (EQTP) at the current operating point for the 
initial ATC limit under fixed control configuration and specified transfer scenario. 
3. Specify the control scenario that describes the change of control configuration or 
contingencies. 
4. ATC level prediction with (5.13). 
DH(X,Y,/ i ,a)  
dX 1 
dY 
djl 
da\ 
ol 
0 
0 
±1J 
and pre 
a 
'X~\  
Y 
M 
yj 
+ <7 
dX J 
dY 
df l  
da] 
(5.13) 
5. ATC level correction with (5.14). 
Y 
J 
Y 
M 
L«J 
-DH-\X,Y,f i ,a)H{X,Y,n,a)  (5.14) 
6. Go back to step 4 unless some control variables hit limits. Otherwise stop. 
The flowchart of the above procedure is shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4 Flowchart of direct ATC tracing 
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5.6 Numerical Results 
The procedure described in section 5.5 is implemented in the following simulation to 
show the effectiveness of direct ATC tracing. Various control scenarios have been traced for 
both voltage-stability and oscillatory-stability related ATC margin boundaries. Simultaneous 
multi-area transactions are defined in the simulation to show their impact on ATC margin for 
different areas. 
5.6.1 Description of the Simulation System 
The numerical results are based on New England 39-bus system. As shown in Figure 
5.5, this system is divided into four areas. The general connection between them is shown in 
Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.5 New England 39-bus system 
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AREA 2 AREA 1 
AREA 4 AREA 3 
Figure 5.6 Illustration of area connection 
There are two ATC scenarios considered in the simulation: 
• One transaction between AREA 1 (seller) and AREA 2 (buyer); 
• Two simultaneous transactions, one is between AREA 1 (seller) and AREA 2 (buyer), 
the other is between AREA 3 (seller) and AREA 4(buyer). 
The load increase buses and generation sharing buses are listed in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Area scenario for New England 39-bus system 
AREA# Load Increase Bus Generation Sharing Bus 
1 None 33, 34, 35, 36,38 
2 15, 16, 21, 26, 27, 28 None 
3 None 30,31,32, 37, 39 
4 3,4, 7, 8, 18 None 
In the above ATC scenarios, the seller's generation should match its associated 
buyer's load demand. In the case of two simultaneous transactions, the transaction amounts 
are proportional to the base case loads of corresponding areas. 
5.6.2 Emergency Transmission Load Relief 
In certain extreme conditions, a transmission load relief (TLR) procedure is 
implemented to relieve overloading in the transmission system. Simulation has been done to 
evaluate the effectiveness of implementing TLR on certain buses. 
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5.6.2.1 Single Transaction Case 
Figure 5.7 demonstrates the SNB and Hopf related ATC margin change with TLR 
implemented at bus 27. In the base case, The SNB and Hopf related ATC margin between 
AREA 1 and AREA 2 are 823MW and 662MW respectively. The SNB related ATC margin 
between AREA 1 and AREA 2 reaches its maximum of 1292MW when a 490MW load is 
shed. The Hopf related ATC margin change is highly nonlinear comparing to the change of 
SNB related ATC margin. The maximum of 1129MW Hopf related ATC margin is reached 
by shedding 390MW load at bus 27. 
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Figure 5.7 ATC margin vs. TLR implemented at bus 27 (single transaction) 
5.6.2.2 Simultaneous Transaction Case 
For the simultaneous transaction case, the amounts of power transfer for two 
transactions are proportional to each other according to the scenario setting. The seller's 
generation increase in AREA 1/AREA 3 matches the buyer's load increase in AREA 
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2/AREA 4 respectively. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the voltage stability (SNB) related 
and oscillatory stability (Hopf) related ATC margin changes for both transactions. Along 
with the load shedding at bus 27, the SNB related ATC margin for both transactions 
increases from 572MW/641MW to 899MW/1007MW respectively. The margin tracing curve 
is smooth and nearly linear. In Figure 5.9, the Hopf related ATC margin change is relatively 
smaller than SNB related ATC margin. The nonlinearity is involved in the tracing procedure. 
The maximum Hopf related ATC margins for both transactions are 674MW/756MW 
respectively. 
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5.6.3 Reactive Power Support 
5.6.3.1 Single Transaction Case 
Figure 5.10 shows the SNB/Hopf related ATC margin change between AREA 1 and 
AREA 2 as shunt capacitance increases at bus 21. The ATC margin tracing curves show the 
highly nonlinear characteristics and some "jumps" because of generators hitting their limits. 
Also it may be noticed that the Hopf bifurcation limit is much smaller than the voltage 
stability limit until it disappears after more than 300MVAr shunt capacitance have been 
added. 
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Figure 5.10 ATC margin vs. shunt capacitance at bus 21 (single transaction case) 
5.6.3.2 Simultaneous Transaction Case 
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 demonstrate the SNB and Hopf related ATC margin 
change for simultaneous transactions as the shunt capacitance increases at bus 21. In Figure 
5.11, the drop in stability margin at 390 MVAr shunt capacitance is caused by generator 30 
hitting its Ia and Vr limits. The maximum level of 42% and 36% are achieved for SNB and 
Hopf related ATC margin respectively. 
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5.6.4 Generator Ka Adjustment 
The Hopf related ATC margin boundary versus adjustment of "Ka" gain of the AYR 
of each generator around its base case operating value is demonstrated in Figure 5.13. The 
single transaction case is considered here. When Ka increases by 6, a sudden drop of ATC 
margin is caused by the limit reached by generator 35. 
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Figure 5.13 Hopf related ATC margin vs. Ka adjustment (single transaction case) 
5.6.5 Control Combination 
The control scenario could be any combination of control parameters, so the direct 
ATC tracing method should be able to trace an actual ATC margin boundary with respect to 
control parameter changes in any direction in the multi-control parameter space. 
Figure 5.14 shows how the ATC margin changes with respect to the following control 
scenario: Vref of generator 39 increases by 0.001 p.u. in proportion to shunt capacitance added 
at bus 21 by 0.1 p.u. and load shedding at bus 4 by 0.1 p.u.. The control scenario simulates 
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the total effect of secondary voltage regulation, as well as reactive power support and 
emergency TLR scheme. 
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5.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the general framework of stability margin boundary tracing described 
in section 3.3 of chapter 3 is reformulated to trace the voltage/oscillatory stability related 
ATC margin. The SNB/Hopf bifurcation related ATC margin boundary can be identified and 
traced along any control scenario combined with any given load/generation increase scenario. 
The algorithm is flexible enough to be modified to trace various other security margin 
boundaries. This framework is applicable to simultaneous multi-area power transactions. 
Applicability of the proposed method has been demonstrated through a numerical study on 
the New England 39-bus system. 
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CHAPTER 6 OPTIMAL AVAILABLE TRANSFER CAPABILITY 
TRACING 
6.1 Introduction 
In a similar manner to the Direct ATC tracing program, the Interior-Point based 
Optimal Margin Boundary Tracing program can also be applied to trace the optimal control 
path for system ATC increasing. 
ATC is often taken as a reasonable measure of proximity to system congestion. Power 
system engineers and operators need to monitor various ATC margins in real time and close 
the power transaction deals based on the ATC margin in order to meet the fast-varying 
energy demand. How to efficiently extend the specific ATC margin by readjustment of the 
system control configuration becomes an important part of power system operation. 
To adapt the application of ATC tracing, the load level parameter in IP-OMBT needs 
to be modified to reflect the change in specific system ATC. The procedure is essentially the 
same as in the direct ATC tracing program. However the control scenario is not pre-defined 
in optimal ATC tracing. The new optimal ATC tracing program can automatically generate a 
whole set of cost-based optimal control configurations with each configuration corresponding 
to a specific ATC level that can be realized. 
6.2 Objective Function for Optimal ATC Tracing 
The objective function of Optimal ATC Tracing is to minimize the cost of the control 
adjustments to reach a certain ATC level. 
For a sequence of specified ATC levels ju, 
min /(£/) (6.1) 
Subject to 
[F(XTY,FI,U) = 0 
[G(X,Y,/I,U) = 0 
&,<&(%,7, / / , [ / )<  A* (6.3) 
(6.2) 
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where (6.2) relates to the equilibrium formulation of the power system DAE model. 
/(£/) is the cost function representing the total control cost to be minimized. U represents 
selected control variables such as load variation, shunt capacitance, reactive power 
compensation and simultaneous power transfers. The function h(X,Y,/u,U) represents all 
the constraints that affect the system ATC level. The transaction scenarios are similarly 
defined as in section 5.2 and 5.3 in the previous chapter. 
Applying the Interior Point algorithm, the modified optimization problem becomes: 
min F(U,s l  ,sh) = f(U) - #(ln sz + In sh  ) (6.4) 
Subject to: 
\WM = °  (6.5 ,  
1G(X,Y,fl ,U)=0 
h(X,Y,jLi,U)-s l-h l= 0 (6.6) 
h(X,Y,JU,U) +sh-hh  = 0 (6.7) 
6.3 General Formulation of Optimal ATC Tracing 
The optimal ATC tracing formulation described here only deals with the system ATC 
related to voltage and oscillatory instability. However, by slight modification, the 
formulation can easily deal with ATC in relation to thermal limits or other voltage/current 
limits by including specific constraint equations. 
In a manner similar to Optimal Margin Boundary Tracing, the cut function sets (6.8) 
and (6.9) can be used to identify the optimal voltage and oscillatory stability margins 
respectively. The only difference between the cut function (6.8)/(6.9) and (4.24)/(4.30) in 
Chapter 4 is that the definition of variable ju is changed from load level to ATC level. 
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Cut function for optimal SNB related ATC margin boundary: 
COBL = \ 
fu + ^ FFU + %GGU + (< + < )fy/ = 0 
4^% +atgGx +(< +<)/zx =0 
AfFy + AgGy + (xf +Jt[ )hy = 0 
5,  - / r f  +  / re  = 0  (6.8) 
5,  vr l  - i ' «  = 0  
Gv 3 
Mv ,1 
= 0 
Cut function for optimal Hopf related ATC margin boundary: 
fu + ^GGU + (^; + )^(/ =  0 
+ (rf + )^X = 0 
/ lpFy  + /lyGy + (7rj + )fly = 0 
S r7tJ +7T-e = 0 
Sh  •KT h  -7r e-Q 
FxUr + FyVr + suj - 0 
FxUj + FYv, - suR = 0 
C obt (6.9) 
I 
Gx  uR  + G y v R  — 0 
Gxu, +GYv, — 0 
U R ( i )  =  1  
The cut function set COBT for SNB/Hopf bifurcation combined with system DAE 
equations and constraint set characterizes the optimal control configuration on the ATC 
margin boundary manifold: 
F(X,Y,jU,U) 1 
W,y,//,[/) 
H(X ,Y,ju,U ,s, ,sh) 
C obt 
= o (6.10) 
J 
Here H(X,Y,/i ,U,s, ,sh) includes equation (6.6) and (6.7). 
In practice, we can also trace along the smaller of the above two boundaries. Both cut 
functions will be evaluated during the iteration. 
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Before tracing for the optimal ATC control configuration, the initial ATC is achieved 
by direct equilibrium tracing under initial control configuration Uo- Then nonlinear equation 
(6.10) is solved by the predictor-corrector method to further trace for the optimal control to 
extend the ATC level. The optimal ATC tracing procedure is the same as in IP-OMBT 
described in section 4.7 in Chapter 4. 
6.4 Optimal ATC Tracing Procedure 
Optimal ATC tracing includes the following steps. 
1. Specify a loading-generation scenario to measure the ATC margin of concern. 
2. Perform direct equilibrium tracing to the saddle node/Hopf bifurcation at the base 
operating control configuration, which is taken as the initial point of optimal margin 
boundary tracing. 
3. Perform optimal ATC prediction for a specified transfer increase with the optimality 
predictor (6.11). 
Fx Fy FM Fu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Gx  Gy Gm Gu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hx  Hy Hv  0 0 0 0 0 0 • 
s-iobt VX f ^obt 
s-iobt 
H  
s-iobt 
Ul/ f ^obt 
obt s-iobt siobt s-iobt s^obt /~<obt 
ux 
s-tobt 
U y  
J 
dY 
du 
dU 
ds t  
dsh  
d7T, 
d7Th 
duv  
du v 
" o l  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
±1J 
(6.11) 
4. Perform optimal ATC correction with the optimality corrector (6.12). 
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(6.12) 
5. Go back to step 3 until the system reached the largest feasible load margin or the 
specified transfer is completed. 
The flowchart is shown in Figure 6.1. 
6.5 Numerical Results 
6.5.1 Description of the Simulation System 
During the numerical implementation of optimal ATC tracing, the procedure 
described in section 6.4 has been further simplified using the technique described in section 
4.8.1. The reduced implementation achieves the same goal with less computational effort and 
the same accuracy as for usual control studies in optimal ATC tracing. 
The numerical results are based on the New England 39-bus system. The system is 
divided into four areas as shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 in the previous chapter. 
There are two ATC scenarios considered in the simulation: 
• One Transaction between AREA 1 (seller) and AREA 2 (buyer); 
• Two simultaneous transactions, one between AREA 1 (seller) and AREA 2 (buyer), 
the other between AREA 3 (seller) and AREA 4(buyer). 
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In the above ATC scenarios, the seller's generation should match the associated 
buyer's load demand. In the case of two simultaneous transactions, the amounts of 
transaction are proportional to the base case loads of corresponding areas. 
Largest feasible 
load/transfer 
completed? 
No 
Yes 
END 
START 
Optimal ATC correction 
Optimal ATC prediction 
Specify the power transfer 
increase scenario 
Output ATC level and its 
optimal control configuration 
Specify a scenario for load 
increase 
Direct equilibrium tracing to 
identify Saddle node/Hopf 
bifurcation 
Figure 6.1 Flowchart of optimal ATC tracing 
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In the base case, the system total load demand is 6141.30MW. The total load to be 
increased is 1549.4MW in AREA 2 and 1735.8MW in AREA 4. In the single transaction 
case, the first SNB related ATC margin between AREA 1 and AREA 2 is 53% of base case 
total load in AREA 2—813MW; the first Hopf related ATC margin is 42% of base case total 
load in AREA 2—652MW. In the simultaneous transaction case, the first SNB related ATC 
margin is 36.6% of base case total load in AREA 2/AREA 4 while the first Hopf related ATC 
margin is 27.5%. The base case information is shown in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 Base case information for optimal ATC tracing 
Base Single Transfer Case Simultaneous Transfer 
Case SNB point Hopf point SNB point Hopf point 
Load in Area 2 (MW) 1549.4 2362.4 2201.4 2116.5 1975.5 
Load in Area 4 (MW) 1735.8 1735.8 1735.8 2371.1 2213.1 
6.5.2 Emergency Transmission Load Relief 
6.5.2.1 Single Transaction Case 
Load buses 26, 27, 28 in AREA 2 are chosen for the emergency transmission load 
relief (TLR) scheme in order to maintain a certain ATC margin between AREA 1 and AREA 
2. The maximum available load that can be shed at each bus is set as 130MW, 280MW and 
200MW for buses 26, 27, and 28, respectively. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the optimal 
trajectories of the load shedding scheme from the base case SNB related ATC margin to the 
maximum ATC margin that can be reached. The ATC margin reaches the maximum of 
76.6% when all the controls are hitting their limits. The Hopf related ATC margin 
optimization is shown in Figure 6.3. The maximum of 67.6% is reached by shedding 444MW 
of total load at three buses. From Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 we can see that load shedding on 
the same bus has a different impact on SNB/Hopf related ATC margin. For example, load 
shedding on bus 27 is the driving force for 14% of SNB related ATC margin increase (from 
53% to 67%) while it can only provide 10% of Hopf related ATC margin increase (from 42% 
to 52%). 
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Figure 6.2 SNB related ATC margin boundary optimization by TLR(single transaction) 
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Figure 6.3 Hopf related ATC margin boundary optimization by TLR (single transaction) 
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6.5.2.2 Simultaneous Transaction Case 
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show the optimal load shedding trajectory of voltage 
stability (SNB) related and oscillatory stability (Hopf) related ATC margin changes for 
simultaneous transactions. The load shedding buses and the corresponding control limits are 
assumed as in the single transaction case. In both SNB and Hopf cases, bus 27 is initially the 
most effective bus to improve ATC margin. Buses 26 and 28 then participate in the scheme 
to further improve the margin when bus 27 has exhausted its control resources. The 
individual load shedding curve and the total load shedding curve for Hopf related ATC 
margin case are highly nonlinear compared to those in SNB case. 
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Figure 6.4 SNB related ATC margin boundary optimization by TLR (simultaneous transaction) 
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Figure 6.5 Hopf related ATC margin boundary optimization by TLR (simultaneous transaction) 
6.5.3 Reactive Power Support 
6.5.3.1 Single Transaction Case 
For a given set of shunt capacitance added at bus 22, 23, 24, the optimal trajectory of 
the capacitive reactive power support scheme is shown in Figure 6.6 for the SNB related 
ATC margin change between AREA 1 and AREA 2. The maximum of 300MVAr limit is set 
for all three locations. As the generators keep hitting their limits along the optimization 
procedure, the ATC margin optimization curves show significant nonlinearity. With a total of 
857MVAr reactive power supported at all three locations, 66.4% of the SNB related ATC 
margin is achieved (with respect to 1058MW of ATC margin between AREA 1 and AREA 
2). In comparison to with Direct ATC tracing result in Figure 5.10, with total of 800MVAr 
added at bus 21, we get 970MW of ATC margin but a much worse voltage profile. 
— L o a d  s h e d d i n g  a t  b u s  2 6  
—Load shedding at bus 27 
—e- Load shedding at bus 28 
Total system load shedding 
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Figure 6.6 SNB related ATC margin optimization by adding shunt capacitance (single transaction) 
6.5.3.2 Simultaneous Transaction Case 
Figure 6.7 demonstrates the SNB related ATC margin boundary optimization using 
the shunt capacitance scheme. Buses 10, 21, and 22 are selected as the location for 
installation of shunt capacitance. The maximum of 200MVAr is set as the reactive power 
support limit. 44% of the SNB related ATC margin can be reached when all the control 
resources hit their limit. An appropriate distribution of shunt capacitance at different buses 
provides us a better ATC margin and a smoother voltage profile. As an example, in Figure 
6.7, a total of less than 600MVAr shunt capacitance provided 44% of SNB related ATC 
margin while in Figure 5.11 a total of 970MVAr of shunt capacitance provides 42% of SNB 
related ATC margin. 
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Figure 6.7 SNB related ATC margin optimization by adding shunt capacitance (simultaneous transaction) 
6.5.4 Generator Ka Adjustment 
In this case, the adjustment of parameter Ka—the gain of the AYR system of each 
generator—is applied to improve the system oscillatory stability related ATC margin. The Ka 
adjustment limits are assumed to be 20 on all generators and simultaneous transactions are 
considered. The simulation result in Figure 6.8 shows that the Hopf related ATC margin is 
highly sensitive to the Ka adjustment. Generators 30 and 35 didn't participate in the 
optimization because they hit the limit at the first Hopf related ATC margin boundary point. 
As we have seen in Chapters 4 and 5, the Hopf bifurcation margin is very sensitive to Ka 
adjustment. In this case we employed all the available generators trying to improve the Hopf 
related ATC margin and, although we set 20 as the limit for the Ka adjustment, none of the 
generators actually reached this limit before the maximum Hopf related ATC margin was 
— s h u n t  c a p a c i t a n c e  a d d e d  a t  b u s  1 0  
—shunt capacitance added at bus 21 
shunt capacitance added at bus 22 
total shunt capacitance added 
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achieved. This also suggests that we need better tuning instead of a bigger adjustment range 
of Ka to achieve higher Hopf related ATC margin. 
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Figure 6.8 Hopf related ATC margin optimization by Ka adjustment (simultaneous transaction) 
6.5.5 Secondary Voltage Control 
The reference voltage setting in the generator AYR system can also affect the system 
stability margin. Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show the SNB related ATC margin improvement 
by Vref adjustment of the generator AYR system. The Vref control limits on all generators are 
set as 0.15 p.u.. The single transaction case is presented in Figure 6.9 and the simultaneous 
transaction case is presented in Figure 6.10. 
From Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 we can see that not all the generators participate in 
the optimization scheme although all of them are permitted to adjust. Maximums of 61.2% 
and 48.8% ATC margin percentage have been reached for single and simultaneous 
transaction case respectively, while most of the generators either hit their la or Vr limit or Vrej 
control limit. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the general framework of the Interior Point Based Optimal Margin 
Boundary Tracing (IP-OMBT) described in Chapter 4 is reformulated to trace the optimal 
ATC margin related to voltage/oscillatory stability limits. It combines an interior point 
algorithm and a continuation method seamlessly to provide the optimal control configuration 
for any feasible ATC margin. It can also help the system operator to find out the most cost-
effective way to avoid network congestion. This framework is applicable to simultaneous 
multi-area power transactions as demonstrated through the numerical study on New England 
39-bus system. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
This dissertation proposes a general framework for power system stability margin 
boundary tracing and optimization. 
Continuation power flow is the most reliable method applied to determination of load 
margin for large-scale power systems. As the power industry moves into a more competitive 
environment, the use of OPF becomes increasingly more important in maximizing the 
capability of existing transmission system assets. The margin tracing capability of the 
continuation method and optimization mechanism provided by the OPF are both important 
tools for power system engineers and operators in assessing operating conditions and making 
control decisions. 
The proposed framework combines an interior point algorithm and a continuation 
method seamlessly to provide the optimal control configuration for any feasible system 
margin. In addition, direct ATC tracing and optimal ATC tracing package are developed to 
address voltage/oscillatory stability related ATC problems. Numerical examples with the 
New England 39 bus system are presented to demonstrate the versatility and practical 
usefulness of the IP-OMBT package. 
7.2 Contributions and Impact of This Work 
The major contributions and impact of my research work are: 
A general framework for an optimal margin boundary tracing is established. The 
maximum stability margin for any given control configuration can be derived by interior-
point based optimal margin boundary tracing (IP-OMBT) while at the same time minimizing 
the corresponding control costs. From the first stability margin boundary point to the 
maximum margin boundary point, a series of margin levels with corresponding minimal 
control cost structure are generated. The margin benefit and the corresponding optimal 
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control costs are visualized along the margin boundary. The methodology can provide 
answers to the following questions: 
• What are the most effective controls among a large number of available control 
resources to improve SNB/Hopf bifurcation margin? 
• What is the minimum cost to obtain a given voltage stability margin using given 
control resources? 
• With these given control resources, how far can we increase the voltage stability 
margin with minimum cost? 
• What is the least cost control strategy to make the Hopf bifurcation disappear? 
• If control resources are limited, what is the maximum possible Hopf bifurcation 
margin that can be realized? 
• What is the benefit/cost balance point along the optimal SNB/Hopf bifurcation 
margin boundary? 
The above methodology is also reformulated to accommodate the ATC application. 
• Instead of using linear sensitivity technique [67-69] to estimate the system ATC, the 
proposed method is extended to directly trace the system ATC variation along with 
certain control scenarios. It also takes into account simultaneous transfers and can 
also generate local sensitivity information that can be used for fast estimation of ATC. 
• The optimal ATC tracing program provides optimal control strategies to improve the 
ATC margin. This in turn helps determine the most effective way to avoid network 
congestion. 
The broader impact of the research proposed: the approach can lead to the following 
advancements in the overall operation of power system. 
I l l  
The proposed technique not only can be applied in optimal preventive control to 
increase the system stability margin, but also can be used in fast post-contingency 
corrective control by combining it with suitable time domain simulation tools. 
The algorithm is flexible enough to be modified to trace various other security margin 
boundaries. 
As a by-product, the Lagrangian multipliers derived during the iteration process can 
also be used as a real-time pricing index of various ancillary services. 
The algorithm is open to various high performance computation techniques such as 
sparsity matrix technique, parallel processing and vectorization techniques. 
It has great potential for on-line application. 
Future Work 
The algorithm can be further modified to trace optimal damping ratio margin 
boundaries. 
Nonlinear control (ancillary services) cost structures can be included in the objective 
function. 
A broader framework that combines contingency/scenario screening, control pre­
selection and optimal margin boundary tracing is needed to help operators design 
remedial actions efficiently for any possible situation. 
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APPENDIX. DATA OF NEW ENGLAND 39-BUS SYSTEM 
A. 1 IEEE Format Base Case Power Flow Data 
BUS DATA FOLLOWS 39 ITEMS 
1BUS1 3 1 0 1.0410-13.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 1 
2BUS2 3 1 0 1.0310-11.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 2 
3BUS3 4 1 0 1.0050-13.88 322.00 122.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 3 
4BUS4 4 1 0 0.9858-14.02 500.00 184.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 4 
5BUS5 4 1 0 0.9920-12.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 5 
6BUS6 3 1 0 0.9952-11.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 6 
7 BUS? 4 1 0 0.9847-13.76 233.80 84.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 7 
8BUS8 4 1 0 0.9839-14.33 522.00 176.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 8 
9BUS9 3 1 0 1.0232-14.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 9 
10 BUS 10 3 1 0 1.0056 -9.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 10 
11BUS11 4 1 0 1.0009-10.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 11 
12BUS12 4 1 0 0.9872-10.24 8.50 88.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 12 
13BUS13 4 1 0 1.0009-10.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 13 
14BUS14 2 1 0 0.9940-12.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 14 
15BUS15 2 1 0 0.9896-13.34 320.00 153.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 15 
16BUS16 2 1 0 1.0028-12.16 329.40 132.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 16 
17BUS17 2 1 0 1.0065-13.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 17 
18BUS18 4 1 0 1.0045 -13.86 158.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 18 
19BUS19 1 1 01.0395 -7.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 19 
20 BUS20 1 1 0 0.9853 -9.48 680.00 103.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 20 
21BUS21 2 1 0 1.0112 -9.83 274.00 115.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 21 
22BUS22 1 1 0 1.0381 -5.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 22 
23BUS23 1 1 0 1.0316 -5.65 247.50 84.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 23 
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24BUS24 1 1 0 1.0015 -12.07 308.60 92.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 24 
25BUS25 3 1 0 1.0458-10.02 224.00 47.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 25 
26BUS26 2 1 0 1.0294-11.40 139.00 47.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 26 
27BUS27 2 1 0 1.0128-13.40 281.00 75.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 27 
28BUS28 2 1 0 1.0305 -8.01 206.00 27.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 28 
29BUS29 1 1 0 1.0316 -5.23 283.50 126.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0 29 
30BUS30 3 1 2 1.0200 -8.97 0.00 0.00 230.00 228.51 0.00 1.0475 380.00-100.00 0.0000 
0.0000 0 30 
31BUS31 3 1 3 0.9820 0.00 0.00 0.00 723.00 280.66 0.00 0.9820 600.00-300.00 0.0000 
0.0000 0 31 
32BUS32 3 1 2 0.9831 -1.58 0.00 0.00 630.00 275.85 0.00 0.9831 500.00-300.00 0.0000 
0.0000 0 32 
33BUS33 1 1 2 0.9972 -2.80 0.00 0.00 612.00 197.36 0.00 0.9972 500.00-300.00 0.0000 
0.0000 0 33 
34BUS34 1 1 2 1.0023 -4.49 0.00 0.00 488.00 217.74 0.00 1.0123 450.00-250.00 0.0000 
0.0000 0 34 
35BUS35 1 1 2 1.0493 -0.58 0.00 0.00 630.00 314.70 0.00 1.0493 600.00-250.00 0.0000 
0.0000 0 35 
36BUS36 1 1 2 1.0435 2.01 0.00 0.00 540.00 170.64 0.00 1.0635 500.00-220.00 0.0000 
0.0000 0 36 
37BUS37 3 1 2 1.0478 -3.43 0.00 0.00 520.00 69.56 0.00 1.0278 500.00-220.00 0.0000 
0.0000 0 37 
38BUS38 1 1 2 1.0265 1.73 0.00 0.00 810.00 159.60 0.00 1.0265 500.00-300.00 0.0000 
0.0000 0 38 
39BUS39 3 1 2 1.0300 -14.69 1104.00 250.00 1000.00 124.37 0.00 1.0300 900.00 -800.00 
0.0000 0.0000 0 39 
-999 
BRANCH DATA FOLLOWS 48 ITEMS 
1 2 1 1 10 0.003500 0.041100 0.69870 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 1 
1 39 1 1 10 0.002000 0.050000 0.37500 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 2 
1 39 1 12 0 0.002000 0.050000 0.37500 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 3 
2 3 1 1 10 0.001300 0.015100 0.25720 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 4 
2 25 1 1 1 0 0.007000 0.008600 0.14600 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 5 
3 4 1 1 10 0.001300 0.021300 0.22140 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 6 
3 18 1 1 1 0 0.001100 0.013300 0.21380 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 7 
4 5 1 1 10 0.000800 0.012800 0.13420 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 8 
4 14 1 1 1 0 0.000800 0.012900 0.13820 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 9 
5 6 1 1 10 0.000200 0.002600 0.04340 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 10 
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0 00*0£'0 005610 0 009100 0 0 I I I 61 91 
22 OOOO'O 
0 02*El 0 006800 0 00Z,000'0 Oil I LI 9 1  
12 OOOO'O 
o oouro 00*6000 0060000 011 1 91 si 
02 OOOO'O 
0 0099E 0 00Z.120'0 008100 0 0 I I I SI *1 
61 OOOO'O 
0 OE2Z.rO OOIOIO'O 0060000 Oil I *1 El 
81 OOOO'O 
"0 O62Z.OO 00E*00'0 00*0000 Oil I E l  0 1  
L\ OOOO'O 
0 062Z.0 0 00E*00'0 00*000 0 0 I I I 11 01 
91 OOOO'O 
0 00002'I 000S200 000100 0 0 I I I 6£ 6 
SI OOOO'O 
0 0*08 E'O 00E9E0 0 00E200 0 0 1 1 1 6 8 
*1 OOOO'O 
0 00860 0 009*00 0 00*000 0 0 1 1 1 8 L 
El OOOO'O 
"0 068E1 0 002800 0 OOZ.000'0 Oil I 11 9 
21 OOOO'O 
0 OOEll'O 002600 0 009000 0 0 I I I L 9 
11 OOOO'O 
0 09Z.W0 002110 0 008000 0 0 1 1 1 8 S 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
"0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
*21 
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6 31 1 12 1 0.000000 0.050000 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 00 1.0700 0.000.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 38 
10 32 1 1 1 1 0.000000 0.020000 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 0 0 1.0700 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 39 
12 11 1 1 1 1 0.001600 0.043500 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 0 0 1.0060 0.00 0.9200 1.0800 0.0000 0.9500 
1.0500 40 
12 13 1 1 1 1 0.001600 0.043500 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 0 0 1.0060 0.00 0.9200 1.0800 0.0000 0.9500 
1.0500 41 
19 20 1 1 1 1 0.000700 0.013800 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 0 0 1.0600 0.00 0.9200 1.0800 0.0000 0.9500 
1.0500 42 
19 33 1 1 1 1 0.000700 0.014200 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 0 0 1.0700 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 43 
20 34 1 1 1 1 0.000900 0.018000 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 0 0 1.0250 0.00 0.8750 1.1250 0.0000 0.9500 
1.0500 44 
22 35 1 1 1 1 0.000000 0.014300 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 0 0 1.0250 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 45 
23 36 1 1 1 1 0.000500 0.027200 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 0 0 1.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 46 
2 5  3 7  1  1 1 1  0 . 0 0 0 6 0 0  0 . 0 2 3 2 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0 0  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 0  1 . 0 2 5 0  0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0  
0.0000 47 
29 38 1 1 1 1 0.000800 0.015600 0.00000 0. 0. 0. 0 0 1.0250 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 48 
-999 
LOSS ZONES FOLLOWS 2 ITEMS 
-99 
INTERCHANGE DATA FOLLOWS 1 ITEMS 
-9 
TIE LINES FOLLOW 0 ITEMS 
-999 
A.2 ISU Format of Dynamic Data 
NEW_ENGLAND SYSTEM STABILITY RELATED PARAMETERS OF GENERATOR & EXCITATION 
& GOVERNOR & SVC & OLTC & DYNAMIC LOADS 
Generator transient parameter follows 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  1 1  
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
12345678901234567890 
Num Gen_name Xd Xq X'd X'q Rs T'do T'qo Mg Dg 
30BUS30 0.1000 0.0690 0.0310 0.0690 0.0002 10.2000 0.010 84.000 5.000 
31BUS31 0.2590 0.2820 0.0700 0.1700 0.0002 6.5600 1.5000 60.600 5.000 
32BUS32 0.2500 0.2370 0.0530 0.0880 0.0002 5.7000 1.5000 71.600 5.000 
33BUS33 0.2620 0.2580 0.0440 0.1660 0.0002 5.6900 1.5000 57.200 5.000 
34BUS34 0.6700 0.6200 0.1320 0.1660 0.0002 5.4000 0.4400 52.000 5.000 
35BUS35 0.2540 0.2410 0.0500 0.0810 0.0002 7.3000 0.4000 69.600 5.000 
36BUS36 0.2950 0.2920 0.0490 0.1860 0.0002 5.6600 1.5000 52.800 5.000 
37BUS37 0.2900 0.2800 0.0570 0.0910 0.0010 6.7000 0.4100 48.600 5.000 
38BUS38 0.2110 0.2050 0.0570 0.0590 0.0002 4.7900 1.9600 69.000 5.000 
39BUS39 0.0200 0.0190 0.0060 0.0080 0.0002 7.0000 0.7000 1000.000 10.000 
-999 
Generator control system ( excitor + AVR + governor ) parameter follows 
Num Gen_name Ke Te Se Ka Ta Kf Tf Tch Tg Rg 
30BUS30 1.0000 0.2500 0.0000 20.0000 0.0600 0.0400 1.0000 1.6000 0.2000 0.0500 
31 BUS31 1.0000 0.4100 0.0000 40.0000 0.0500 0.0600 0.5000 54.1000 0.4500 0.0500 
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32 BUS32 1.0000 0.5000 
33 BUS33 1.0000 0.5000 
34 BUS34 1.0000 0.7900 
35 BUS35 1.0000 0.4700 
36 BUS36 1.0000 0.7300 
37 BUS37 1.0000 0.5300 
38 BUS38 1.0000 1.4000 
39 BUS39 1.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 40.0000 0.0600 0.0800 1.0000 10.0000 3.0000 0.0500 
0.0000 40.0000 0.0600 0.0800 1.0000 10.1800 0.2400 0.0500 
0.0000 30.0000 0.0200 0.0300 1.0000 9.7900 0.1200 0.0500 
0.0000 40.0000 0.0200 0.0800 1.2500 10.0000 3.0000 0.0500 
0.0000 30.0000 0.0200 0.0300 1.0000 7.6800 0.2000 0.0500 
0.0000 40.0000 0.0200 0.0900 1.2600 7.0000 3.0000 0.0500 
0.0000 20.0000 0.0200 0.0300 1.0000 6.1000 0.3800 0.0500 
0.0000 20.0000 0.0200 0.0300 1.0000 10.0000 2.0000 0.0500 
-999 
Dynamic loads data follows 
Num Bus_name TpL TqL ALd BLd ALph Beta 
-999 
Static var compensator data follows 
Num Bus_name Ksvs Tsvs Vsvsr 
-999 
On load tap-changer data follows 
S_N Seconday_Bus P_N Prime_Bus Tr Vrr 
-999 
127 
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